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Cloudy Skies

Tickets on Sale

hate loocot fore(loads skies
the sanla Clilra
, ca today for
to United Press
,11.0 according
are
Internallonoil. Temperatures
65 to 75
f
,qiected ta range

Tickets for "A Midsummer
Night’s Dream." which runs Nos.
16 to IS. ore floss on sale In the
Volleyer theater box "Mee fr
1-5 p.m. dull. All are daytime
performances; all tickets are 50
cents.
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STUDIES CREATIVE ABILITY
,

More and More Teachers

Graduate Survey
Explains Increase
Itensive survey of graduate students to date."
The report said the increase in
number of teachers is by the most
part due to the tremendous
growth of the nation’s school system.
The study also reported a considerable increase in the trend toward graduate studies. Almost 25
per cent of those receiving bachelor of arts degrees in 1958 went
to graduate school.
Salaries ranged from $4500 to
$6000 a year. More than half of
the men reported receiving salaries of $500046000.
The study indicated that men
teachers were for the most part
in secondary schools and women
1, elementary schools.

itioier wages. greater status,
higher standards are the ma reasons why more students
are becoming
than ever before
teachers.
This was the opinion of Dr.
William G. Sweeney, clean a the
didsion of education at SJS,
survey
he commented on a recent
taken of 1958 college graduates.
The study. conducted by the Bureau of Social Research, Inc.,
showed that of 40.000 graduates
who returned questionnaires sent
to them, almost 25 per cent of
the men and 65 per cent of the
women employed are now teaches despite the fact that less than
half of them majored in education
Questionnaires were sent 1..
graduates of 1200 institutions, in.
eluding recipients of bachelor and
graduate degrees. The bureau described it as the -most compre.

Indecent

’Fallout Shelters
Risky; Not Fatal

Exposure

Reported by Coeds;
Third This Month

,
’

Thoo S.IS cixxls reported an act
,adecent exposure, the third
, month. to campus security
Wednesday.
ends said the violation,
iripperied Friday on Tenth at.
near Keys. They said they had I
been followed by a small sports;
or with three men inside, when1
’ ehicle pulled over and the;
.
exposed himself.
One of the coeds said they hit,’
nut intended to report the incident, hat did so after reading anl
;.rtisle in the Spartan Daily de-;
a man who may have;
,-Mted three reported acts of 1
,cnt exposiire on the SJS
Both coeds said the de- i
tinn given in the Daily
Hied that of the driver.
;Iph E. Gough, head ’of the
l’os security police, said he
.d talk with both girls today.
..od description of the suspect
might, 5 feet 8 inches: weight,
potinds: light brown hair and
25

Studies 24 Employes

Although fallout shelters a:
rLsky, they are not suicidal. Dr.
Frank %Villey, SJS civil defense!
oordinator, said yesterday.
Responding to the talk on "SenHide Civil Defense" by Dr. Robert
Schutz, Lobby for Peace lobbyist,
Wednesday, Dr. Willey said, "I ’
don’t think we should ignore the:
advice of those who have studied
the subject at the Stanford Research institute and the Univer- ’
sity of California Radiation labors tots, in Livermore.
On Dr. Schutz’s proposals of
guerrilla warfare and non-violent
resistance, Dr. Willey said. "This
tiresumes occupation of the country hy an enemy "

Game Tickets
San Jose State studentsrt II
he admitted fro.’ to the S.1sI’nisersits of Pacifie football
game in Stockton at 8 p.m. to’
morrow. .SR cards should be
presented at gate 9, on the west
side of Pacific. Memorial stadhoti, for free admittanett. Holders of faculty athletic Ionia Oleg..
tartis may purchase the regular
reserved seat tickets for half
price.

’Perspective’
Will Feature
Burmese Art

,
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR of aeronautics Frank E. Williams is
shown holding one of the many graphs he is using in his study
of creative ability at an airlines plant in the Bay area. This particular graph shows 120 possible functions of the brain. He is
concerned with only 17 of these functions, in his testing of creative ability.

Need for Creative
Ability Cited by Prof

1961

.
,
S
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Controller To Speak

Cranston Locates
Colleges’ Failure

"Folk Art in the Highlands e;
Burma" will be discussed by David
llatch, assistant professor of art,
.m "Perspective," the college tele"Where Colleges HMV Failed:
.ision program.
Politics" will be pinpointed by
Mr. Hatch will show the ad- state Contioller Alan Cranston to,.ance of creative arts in this primitive area of the country as exemplified by their textiles. The
program will be televised over
KN"rv, channel 11, at 10 a.m. tomorrow.
Thoma.s E. Leonard. head of the
aeronautics department, will be
featured on "Showcase SJS." the
student directed radio program.
On the same program. Elizabeth
Stewart, assistant professor of
English. begins a new series of interviews with students of other
countries attending SJS. "Showcase Special" will present an interview with Brent Davis. student, body president.
The show will be aired over
station KLOK, 1170 Kc, at 9,30
p.m., Sunday.

Lecture Group
Needs Ad Agent;
Deadline Today

ALAN CRANSTON
... state controller
when he speaks at 3 p.m. in
"ms A and 13 of the cafeteria.
ticis he.

try

’ ing sponsored by the SJS Democratic club.
Controller Cranston was the
founding president of the California Democratic council and held
this office from 1953-1957.
He was elected state controller
in 1958, the first democrat to occupy this office in more than 50
years.
The controller is the state’s
chief accounting and disbursing officer. He reports on state and local government finances, audits
all claims against the state for
legality, disburses all money from
the treasury and sees that money
due the state is collected.
Besides being a politician. Controller Cranston is an author and
businessman. In 1945 he wrote
"Killing of the Peace." a book
about the United States Senate
fight over the League of Nations.
He also is the author of an anti Nazi version "Mein Kamph." written in 1939, which sold 500,000
copies before the courts ruled it
violated Hitler’s copyright,
The controller, a native Californian. graduated from Stanford
university and operated a real es. trite, investment and property
management business in Palo Alto
before being elected to state office.
Controller Cranston was a World
War II executive in the federal
government in Washington, until
he enlisted in the army in 1944 as
t a private. He was a sergeant when
t the war ended

Deadline has been set today tor I
.ipplications for a part time job as
M
t -.
By TOM IO..
I of an individual, the intellectual; advertising agent for the College
a rollicking musical
; Lecture committee.
Can a person teacit e. eative I and the creative.
comedy starring Leslie Caron,
ii iiiiii .,
Applications for inteiviews will
I However, the key to success lies
Maurice Chevalier and Louis
Frank E. Williams. associate in the relationship of creative he ermined 1:tY. Mrs’ Mar). Rogers Jourdan, will be shown at Friprofessor of aeronautics feels that i ability’ to the environment, related’ in the activities office, Adm242, day Flicks tonight.
until 3 p.m.
it can and must be taught for I the aeronautics professor,
Tonight’s flicks are scheduled
Dick Dodson, activities adviser,
"It is becoming increasingly ap"If the environment is favorto be held in THIS at two sepaparent that a high value must be able and good for the employe. he stated the job will require about rate times. The first movie will
placed upon creative thinking may offer suggestions for the bet- six hours a week and consist of begin at 7 p.m. with the second
abilities in future years."
terment of the company. But if he posting signs advertising lectures feature beginning at 9:30 p.m..
Williams supports this state- is not happy and is discouraged. and removing them after the lec- according to Floyd As lin. Friment by citing the conflict Amer- either by management or other ture. He said the committee will; day nicks chairman.
iean society is having with com- aspects, he will be a non-sugge-- pay Si 25 an hour foot* the work
munism in the areas of space ex- tor," said Williams.
ploration and in the race with
In his study at the airline,
Russia for intellectural leadership. ’plant, the 24 people chosen were
"Our technological ’way of life’ placed in three categories. The
places greater demand for infor- suggestors, the non-suggestors and
mation -concerning the nat.tire and the very -tow suggestors.
development of creative talent,"
A biographic test was given !
will he another trampoline session
he said.
each one including, backgrour
from 1:30-3 p.m. tomorrow in the
The associate professor is doing of family life, childhood and ad,.
Men’s gymnasium, according to
a study on creative ability at the lescence and the person’s schoolA quest for butterflies is not as were chemical toilets." Dr. Tilden Jim Pekkain. chairman of the
present lime with 24 employes of ing.
said.
weekend Co-Rec committee.
a large airlines plant in the Bay
This research started in Septem- simple as one might think.
But the country’ was beautiful
At least it wasn’t for Dr. James
ber and will continue for a 10
Area.
"Since our first trampoline sesThere are three conditions. Wil- woek period. "What I hope to W. Tilden. professor of entomol- and the collecting was successful, sion two weeks ago, we have had
liams said, that are necessary- in find." said Williams, "is more de- ogy. whose summer venture for despite the rugged conditions.
sesWhile Dr. Tilden and most of many requests for a second
teaching the complex phenomenon sire for creative output and a several species led him and his
of creativity. The emotional side ; greater response in idea efficiency. family to a laboratory in the Rocky those attending the meetings s pe- sion." remarked Pekkain.
mountains at an altitude of ap- Mal i zed in butterflies, others not-’ During the 12:30-4:30 p.m pro.
lected wingless insects and moths. gram, badminton. table tennis,
prrecimately mono feet
volleyball, swimming, chess and
’BLEND AREA’
Knnwn as "Bill" to his friends
Why are people so interested in checkers will be featured.
and associates. Dr. Tilden’s actual
purpose in making the trip was this particular area? The profes-I A bicycle trip through Golden
to attend the annual meetings of sot’ said it was because the inserts’ Gate Park in San Francisco. with
the Lepidopterists’ society which, in this section are partly like those stop-overs at the planetarium, art
this year. was held at the Rocky around Denver. in Utah and North- ’ gallery, museum and the Japanese
mountain laboratories, seven miles ern New Mexico. "Biologists call i Tea Garden, wit: be sponsored by
this a ’blend area’." he said.
the committee Nov. 18
north of Crested Butte, Colo.
There were no representatives. Cost will be 73 cents a person
io San Franctsco engagement
Thumps in flank and Dean wri
35 COUNTRIES
from foreign countries this year, for transportation and 65 cents
many’ of their oam songs which upon release of the record, ThompThe society is an international although last year the society’s
for rental of a bicycle, said Pekthey will publish through DeMilo son said.
organization for the study of but- president. Dr. Walther FOINter.
Music, inc.. a firm instigated by
Presently the two are working terfliet and moths with about 650 flew from Munich. Gemiany, tn lcalts Private ears will leave the
campus at 10:30 am and return
the paw and song:writing partner. on a night (dub show during their members in about 35 countries,
San Francisco where the meetings to SJS at 4:30 p.m.
The first recoil:ling% could be "spare moments." "We practice
At the meetings, the entomology were held.
’ Sign-ups for the excursion are
releascd tinder the "Groove" label, whenever possible," the SJS sing- rofessor colleeted species of AlI
Many; however, came from such being taken now in the Student
Thompson said. "This is a new er grinned, "whenever I am not pine butterflies and day-flying
states
as
Texas,
Georgia. Massa- mfairs office, TH16.
csoncept in the recording field," busy With Lyke magazine."
moths that are not found any place ehusells. Montana and California.:
the singer .i.hied. "In an attempt
The manager It ,t’ Hank and else. "They don’t go below 11,000
In 1962, Dr. Tilden said the
to boost soli:iv record sales, this Dean, who is helping intrixhice feet." he said.
meetings would be held in Sant:.
label will offer records for .1!t their act and songs to artists and
"Collecting was good only in the Darbata and in San Mitonio Tex
cents. a Si) per cent price cut." musiecompanies in the capacity memings sitter the weather was so the
following year
Thompson said. All publicity iond lof 0 "song plugget.." fomietly bleak, cold and windy, It rained
At this year’s meetings. Dr. Tilrecording will be done through managed Paul Anka, Fabian and every day at around 1 p.m.. no you
den also submitted a paper on dia.
Ill ’A however,
, were lucky if you could get four pause, a stale of suspended ant.1 aye P. Morgan.
Fundamental issuleS 40) the use
The eight -month contract which
said.
’
hours
to
collect,"
he
illation by which organisms of
Discussing his recent recording
the pair signed has a year option
"Because cif the thin air, people plants and animals pass through !of television teaching at the col sets:don Thompson said artists
lege level will he discussed in an
and a provision for a second year.
working with the group Ernie at high altitudes don’t move Very’ tref,,,,,, .10 4,01.1;t1.0,.
informal debate sponsored by
the
The contract will guarantee the
record- fast so it became a real problem
Freeman,
famous
for
his
SJS chapter (d the American
-sA
group so recordings.
of catching them," Dr. Tilden ad.! $30 Fallout Shelter
ing of "Raunchy.- for example
sociation of I’niversit y Professors
were very enthusiastic about their ed. He recommends this as gos: Falls
ANTICIPATED PROFITS
in L.A. Fire
111onday at 1230 p.m, in rooms
training for athletes.
,
performance.
our
recording:: we will
"Front
1,(,5 AN( il.I.ES 1’1’i- Econ- ; A and 13 of the cafeteria.
cent
of 90 per
receive three per
After Christmas, the duo will
’PRIMITIVE’ CONDITIONS
omic minded Dr. Willard Libby,
T’rograin leaders a-ill be Robert
cent of the total stiles." Thompson , hsr making appearnces in several
While the weather was not exNobel prize winning chemist, M. Diamond. co-ordinator of inexplained. Added to this, the group states in the West. Dean and Hank aetly very ennperative, neither constructed a $30 fallout shelter structional television at 5.15. and
will receive profits from song- ’will be making one night stands were living conditions which Dr. near his eXelUSIVe
Air home ; Or, Roland F. Lee, associate prowriting and peblishing.
in places like Seattle. San Diego Tilden described as "primitive."
hut it didn’t stand up.
IfessOr of English
Thompsrm is an advertising TM- and Denver.
The 73 people who attended the
Libby’s home was leveled by the
Issues Which will be discussed
Jur at SJS and business manager
They’re on their way! Who meetings ate food that was crude ravaging fire which ripped ’through include how mitch teaching should
of I...yke magazine. Jones is a knows, maybe Hank and Dean and cold on wooden tables in the the Santa Monica mountains.
he done by television. how good
senior speech and drama major.
will follow in the footsteps of mess hall, he said.
At first it appeared the shelter or how had television -teaching is,
The pair, which performs novelty other former Spartans who have
"The only bathing facilities was had been spared.
how much money can be saved
numbers and popular Music that made names in show business ... one shower whose water was fired
Bet railroad ties atop the sand- or not saved, and how faculty in"can be performed for either teen Cal Tjader, Smothers Brothers, from an oil tank. There was only bag shelter caught fire and col- terests can be protected in the
orudiult audiences," will he play -1 Pat simiki.
one flush toilet, althouh there lapsed into the cave-like shelter, use of video-tape recordings.

Friday Flicks

Prof Goes Far
For Butterflies

Trampoline
Session Set
For Co-Rec

SJS Student, Partner Sign
Contract With RCA Victor
It3 t 5E1,1,1 \
11.1011)

11 of a successful twoionipaigia. during which lime
’ was spent making demon
.5 records and showing then.
’,cording companies. Dea tr
pain. 5.15 senior, and
Hank
singing partner from Stanxere "discovered" by
RC.%
pair known in the profesl hold a Dean Kay and
flank
Joae, .igned a
contract with RCA
Oet 27
.1 recording
session in
,,sion, the pair re the Thick with
! .ke-off on "Deck
the H
bristmas Village,"
hallid
"Fluild Myself a
}LIR," it lane written
by ThomP
son Jones
and Larry Ray, song
- SINGING PARTNER
Recipiwriting partner
ents of a recording contract
Them ps,
.siid the first two with RCA Victor, Dean Thomptulles will be
released at the end son (above), SJS senior adveroil* month or in
early Decem- tising major, and partner Hank
ber After the
firs, release, the Jones from Stanford are awaitkir will
recoil three more sides
ing release of their first recordto be released
early next year.
ings, "Deck the Huck with Coconut" and "Christmas Village."
Offl.plIaufs PALS
The tunes were recorded last
Jsnes and
Thompson, both 21, month.
’’---rn childhood
friends since
I* were
nenithors in San
sings.
ottlro. Thompson
Le’ his partner plays piano and
plays guitar,
In addition to being a singing
miles and d’
1.1,.,, on piano,
while group "not a folk group," says

AAU P Discusses
TV- eac ma oda

am
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Editorial

Yes! You CAN Survive(?)

Thrust and Parry
Impressed With
Student ’Interest’

Fallout shelter advocates received a setback yesterday v. ith
the news that the much publicized S30 shelter built by Dr. Willlard Libby, Nobel prize winning chemist who has been described
as "America’s best known authority on fallout and radiation,"
was destroyed by the blaze which recently swept through the
Santa Monica mountains.
Dr. Libby is currently doing a series of IS articles appearing in the. San Jose Mercury and dealing with survival and the
various types of shelters available (including his $30 type,
which, he claims, increased his family’s chances for survival
100-fold).
This touch of irony and, doubtless, embarrassment, not
only to Dr. Libby but also to numerous Civil Defense officials
and shelter advocates, illustrates how phenomenally easy it is
for certain "experts" to overlook obvious dangers that, nevertheless, could prove fatal.
"This poor man’s shelter," wrote Dr. Libby, "is just one
example of many practical things you can do--and especially
know aboutfor survival insurance if all efforts to keep peace
fail.
"The key to survival is understanding the hazards, the
effects of nuclear weapons, so you can make intelligent decision and take intelligent action."
In the planning of his shelter, Dr. Libby completely failed
to take into account the hazards and effects of nuclear weapOlaRt included among which are the fire storms that inevitably
sweep the area surrounding the blast.
If other CD "experts" are no more adept than Dr. Libby
at looking beyond the ends of their noses, then they are perpetrating a cruel and irresponsible hoax and the prospects of
survival in case of nuclear war appear very dismal indeed..1.T.

that libraries are very important too, especially because they
have all the books in them. I
mean fraternities and greeks
and civil defense are great
things, but so is the library. If
the fraternities promote brotherhood and civil defense promotes
debates, the the libraries promote education. Like I really
dig the education bit and who
knows maybe if the library
hours didn’t resemble those of
a bank we could all become so
far out we wouldn’t have to
worry about brotherhood relying on greek groups and humanity relying on civil defense
dupes.
Donald H. Mixon
Asti 6327

Editor:
I’m really impressed by the
interest the students of SJS
take in civil and campus affairs. Like I think students
should take an interest in such
things as civil defense debates
anti the definition of a fraternity. However, if I were to write
a. letter concerning either of
these two very important subjects I would word it a little
differently than Mr. Jackson
did in his letter about fraternities or Mr. Brockett did in his
letter about the recent civil defense debate.
Where Mr. Jackson concludes,
"If fraternities let anyone attending SJS join the group,
there would be no more fraterniAllen’s Second Talk
ties." I would have said, "If the
library lets anyone attending
the institution of SJS in after
Having read an account of
10 p.m. on weekdays and 5:30
p.m. on Saturday it would make
Assemblyman Bruce Allen’s first
it possible for some students to
talk on "Communism, Crime
use some of the books."
and Corruption," I eagerly await
Mr.
/3rockett
conWhere
the second which will no doubt
cludes, "And (sic, even if the
be called "Hellfire and Brimoxygen lag were eliminated and
stone."
the government began a consistent shelter program clear
However, I hasten to assure
across the government country,
Mr. Allen that I am already
such a program undoubtedly
thoroughly convinced--the secwould look like preparation for
ond talk will only be frosting
offensive war; and this, in turn,
would tempt an already para- . on the cake. Indeed, I am so
Cesar Gasca, singing star from
other shows will be Rob and
noiac Russia to trigger a preconvinced that I am organizing
Mexico City, will open at the Arlene, folksingers from the
emptive war." I would have said,
a group of "War Marchers."
Minstrel, across from civic auUniversity of California.
"And even if the high-schoolish
Our task will be to march for
ditorium Sunday night, beginGasca has appeared at the
hours were eliminated and the
war and counter the "Peace
ning a three-week engagement.
Hotel del Prado in Mexico City
students demanded a realistic
Marchers" whom Mr. Allen asRomantic music from Mexico
as well , as on TV and radio.
library program clear across
sures us have been "a most
is featured in his solo act. Shows
He has also been in motion picthe campus, such a program uneffective stab in the back" of
tures in Mexico. Now a single,
doubtedly would look like prepsomeone, somewhere at somehe was formerly a member of
aration for offensive study; and
time (I presume). On the side,
a trio which had engagements
this, in turn, would tempt some
between marches, will we sell
in Chicago and New York.
paranoiac professors tosmile."
Dr. Libbey’s $30 fallout shelters.
The Journeymen, ballad folk Well maybe I wouldn’t have
Standard equipment for
singers will conclude their threeexactly
this
way;
but
I
said it
marching will be tennis shoes,
week engagement at the Minwould have worked in the limodel J.B. Recruits will meet
strel Saturday night.
brary somehow, Like I think
at the President McKinley statue in St. James square. We will
have a reading from the "Blue
Book" and then sing the official song of the War Marchers:
"We know we are right because
Entered as second class matter April 24, there will be no one around to
Beethoven’s "Symphony No. 1934, at San Jose, California, under the prove us wrong."
9, Op. 125, in D minor," will be act of March 3, 1879. Merrrber California
William F. Stanton
presented by the SJS a cappella Newspaper Publishers Association. Pubassociate professor of economics
choir with the San Jose Sym- lished daily by Associated Students of
San Jose State College except Saturday
phony orchestra in the civic and Sunday, during college year. Subauditorium tonight at 8 p.m.
scriptions accepted only on a remainderWilliam Erlendson, professor of-school basis. In fall semester $4; in
CESAR GASCA
of music, will direct the singers. spring semester, $2. CV 4.6414Editorial
... singing star
Ext. 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Advertising
He said the choir has sung for Ert. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084. Press of
’several years with the sym- Globe Printing Co. Office hours I45will start at 9 p.m. nightly, exphony orchestra. Last year 4:20 p.m., Monday through Friday. Any
cept Mondays.
Basil Rathbone, noted stage
Bach’s ’B minor Mass’ was fea- phone cats should be made during these and screen actor,
Weekend performances will
will present
hours.
tured."
Include the Mariachis Los Ga"An Evening with Basil RathJAY
THORWALDSON
The
evening concert will mark
vilanes, a musical group of nine.
bone," Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. in
Sandor Salgo’s 10th anniversary Adivtoerriising
The regular second act for all
Ed
Manager .. MIKE FUJIKAKE the men’s gymnasium at San
as conductor of the San Jose Day Editor
HERB FRASER Jose city college.
Symphony orchestra. After the
’Midsummer’ Tickets
Part of the college’s evening
STAFF
POSITIONS
performance the audience is inNews Editor .................. Jerry Carroll assembly series, general admisAn appealing play for chilvited to meet the conductor.
Stuart Flensburg sion tickets are on sale in the
dren, "A Midsummer Night’s
Professional soloists will be Off,ce Manager ......
Sports Editor
Earl Gustkey
featured in the performance. Copy Editor __ Venue Christofferson College finance office, room 301,
Dream," will open Thursday at
at $2.
They are Carol Todd, soprano; Feature Editor
4 p.m. in the Studio Theater,
Ken Winkler
Rathbone is widely known
Linde Axenty
according to director Richard
Richard Riffel, tenor; Pauline Fine Arts Editor
Gustaffson.
Law, contralto and Robert Society Editor ...-- Marie Lopez for his portrayals of Sherlock
Wire Editor ----- Bob Holladay Holmes. He is currently starring
Tickets for all performances
Oliver, bass.
Photo Editor
Wanda Jolly
are available at 50 cents in the
Professor Erlendson said the Public Relations Director ..Walter Silveira with Danny Kaye in the film
Eloise Graham "The Court Jester."
College Theater box office. Adchoir will again appear with the Promotion Manager
ditional stagings will be Friday,
symphony orchestra in the
His movie career includes
Reporters: Eras Abundis, Steve Chen,
4 p.m.; Saturday, Nov. 18, 10.30
spring when a work by Brahms
LeOra Earl, Herbert Fraser, Tom starring roles in "Anna Karewill be featured.
a.m. and 2 p.m., he said.
Hedges, Christine Headings, Ed Le- nine," "David Copper field," "A
vine, Micl,ey Minton, Lester On, Caro- Tale of Two Cities" and "Caplyn Perkio, Fred Ragland.
tain."
During World War II he was
Salesmen. Stephen Albright, Bruce Battey, Judith Crabtree, Don Eagle, Jer- president of the British War
ome Hess, Philip Higgins, Phillip Ju,
Relief and was on the executive
Gus Norton, Darrel Oldham, Robert
Pierce, Don Rademaker, and Sherry committee of the war chest in
qt-1142/t
the Los Angeles area.
Thompson.
O’F
Jose

Prof. Stanton Awaits

Mexican Star To Begin
Local Cabaret Engagement

A Cappella Choir
Will Sing Tonight

Spattan

Basil Rathbone
To Star Tuesday

............

seasi

86 soUTI1 FIRST

FABULOUS ONE DAY SALE
1

I NEW FALL
SKIRTS

RED COACH SHOP

ON SALE SATURDAY ONLY

Society Editor

.’MOONLIGHT’ CANDIDATES
A tea honoring Phi Sigma
Kappa "Moonlight Girl" candidates Wednesday night at the
San Jose Women’s club started
off the round of activities which
culminate at the fraternity’s annual ball in January. The 24
coeds vying for the coveted title
are Karen Harvey and barolyn
Peterson, Alpha Phi; Gretchen
Green and Barbara Copeland,
Alpha Chi Omega; Pat Spence
and Valerie Tinpi. Alpha Omicron Pi; Diana Crissman and
Sally Gorindo, Gamma Phi
Beta; Sue Oliver and Jane Winfield, Delta Gamma; Janie Winter and Norma McCorey, Chi
Omega; Suzanne Barry and
Chris Lubken, Delta Zeta; Jill
Chambers and Sharon Abel,
Kappa Alpha Theta; Diane Howard and Linda Tanferani, Phi
Mu; Carol Sheel and Judy Sepeda, Kappa Delta; Sue Lawrence and Julie Camblin Sigma
Kappa; Sheila Butts and Linda
Iljekneland, Kappa Kappa Gamma. This year the Phi Sig Moonlight Girl formal will be an
overnight function and will be
held at the Monterey Peninsula
Country club January 13. Members recently feted AChi0 Michele Ostrum who was selected
as the Phi Sigma Kappa "Favorite Girl of the Month." Michele, chosen for her interest
and contributions to the house,
was serenaded and presented
with flowers and a lavalier. The
Ming Quong Home in Los Gatos
was the scene of much activity
a couple of Saturdays ago when
Phi Sigs spent an afternoon repairing bicycles at the orphanage. The brothers of Phi Sigma
Kappa will take three bus loads
of football fans to the SJSUOP game tomorrow. Following the game they will attend
an exchange dance with the
Stockton Phi Sigma Kappa
chapter.
FESTIVITIES ENJOYED
A "successful" Homecoming
has been termed festivities held
by the brothers of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon for guests and alumni
last weekend. Beginning in the
afternoon with a smorgasboard
luncheon, guests reviewed the
house’s beautiful float as well
as the colorful parade. Following the game, which everyone
agreed was one of the most exciting in SJS football history,
members and alumni attended
their annual Homecoming party
at the Riverside Golf and COuntry club.
PARENTS TO BE FETED
This Sunday evening Sigma
Kappas will fete their respective
parents with a "Parents Tea"
at the SJS chapter house. Entertainment will be provided by
the singing trio of Dockie Lomax, Pat Yogurst and Sue Howard, piano selections by Helen
Henderson and a monologue by
Karen Randall. Last week sorority members traveled to their
annual Founders Day luncheon
at the Fairmont hotel in San
Francisco. Five new pledges
who were formally welcomed
into the fold this semester in.
dude Judy Douglas, Helen Henderson, Leeds Arnerich, Sharon
King and Florence Rexroad. A
dinner exchange with the brothers of Delta Upsilon fraternity,
featuring the vocal talents of
"The Streetsingers," has been
of the highlights of midsemester
activities thus far.

has captured
the campus,
with sportswear by
Koret of Calif.
Ship n’ Shore
Jane Andre
Jeaune Leigue

Brawny laminated knit jacket

19.95

in San Jose: First at Santa Clara
CYpress 2-72832
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By MARIE LOPEZ

earlarce

Men of distinction choose authentic
apparel from our proper selection I
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SCHOLARSHIP REIGNS
In spite of the abundance of
pulchritude, scholarship reigned
at the Sigma Phi Epsilon annual Homecoming banquet. The

OPEN
MONDAY,
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY
NIGHTS
TILL 9

2C
Buy any sweater in our regular stock of bullies, angora,
or fur blends, and you will have your choice of a skirt of
equal value from a specially selected group of skirts which
are normally priced as much as 15.98. Pay only 2c for the
skirt. Saturday only. Current styles and colors.
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206 South First
San Jose
Charge Arroants Invited
LayA way Plan
Dia nun, In Student,

her and Valerie Hone, Kappa
Kappa Gamma; Cheryl Lambert,
chi Omega; Betty Pfleg and
Mary Jane Tustison, Alpha nu
Omega: Carol Beals and Jeannie
Ziegler, Alpha Onuicon pi:
Kathy Fountain and Judy Hi.
son, Gamma Phi Beta: Sue
Follette and Virginia Perry
Delta Zeta.

highest pledge scholarship
award went to Chuck Osier with
a 3.6 G.P.A. Robert Altmann was
the recipient of the highest active scholarship award with his
3.63 G.P.A. The combined big
and little brother scholarship
went to Rod Dirition and Rex
Zimmerman with the most improved scholarship award given
to Roger Scaife. Individual
awards given to outstanding
members included: Chuck Osier,
outstanding pledge; Paul Senise, outstanding chairman:
Roger Scaife, outstanding athlete and Chuck Allard, outstanding member. On the morbid
Sig Eps will attempt another
"first" at SJS with a funeral
party, which will center around
the popular hearse owned by
member Dan Sharp. The brothers plan to follow the New Orleans tradition of music, dance
and gaiety as the theme for the
gathering.
.49ER DINNER’
A joint "49er Dinner Exchange" next Wednesday evefling has been scheduled by
members of Delta Gamma sorority and Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity. The Delta Gamma fall
pledge dance will be held Nov.
17 at the Las Gatos Swim and
Racquet club.
’WHITE ROSE’ CONTEST
Sigma Nu’s White Rose Prin.
ess contest is onand the inside story is that the selection
won’t be an easy one what with
competition being so keen. Two
women from each sorority have
been entered into the competition which is held annually.
Campus lovelies competing for
the title are Francie Gallagher
and Lani Lathrop, Delta Gamma; Claudia Goodale and Karen
Johnston, Sigma Kappa; Pam
Nelson and Karen West, Alpha
Phi; Gwen Gore anti Rae Ellen
Yana, Kappa Delta; Betsy Lindberg and Jeri Johnson, Phi Mu;
Karen Tetz and Pam Gustin,
Kappa Alpha Theta; Joni Gar-

’DREAM GCE’ CANDIDATE
Sigma Chi’s own Rocky Lubin
has been selected as one of the
six finalists in the Alpha omi.
cron Pi "Dream Guy" contest.
The "Dream Guy," whoever he
may be, will be crowned this
Friday night at a dinner-dance
at La Ricondada Country club,
NEWLY PINNED
Barbara Worrell, freshman
general education major, La
Jolla, to Alan Steiner, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon junior engineer.
ing major from La Jolla at
Stanford university.
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PICNIC ON THE GRASS
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BED FOR TWO

SARATOGA THEATER
LA DOLCE
VITA
Show Time: 7:30

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
SOME CAME RUNNING
and
THE BRAMBLE BUSH
Also
TARNISHED ANGEL

*

Tickets for "A Midsummer
Night’s Dream," which runs
Nov. 16-18 in the Studio Theater are now on sale in the College theater box office from 15 p.m. daily. All tickets are 50
cents.
Performance times are 4 p.m.
on Nov. 16 and 17 and 10:30
am. and 2 p.m. on Nov. 18.
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and
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MEN WITH CARS
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Shakespeare Play
Ducats Now on Sale

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
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DsEERRVICEE
LAUNDERETTE

15c WASH * 10c DRY
LOTS OF ROOM TO STUDY WHILE YOU WAIT
..OPEN 7 A.M. toll P.M.

409

E. SANTA CLARA ST.

(Between 9th & 10th Streets?
*****************************************

SENIORS
IN
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Representatives of the State of California will be on
campus Tuesday, November 14, to interview February
the
962 candidatesfieldsfo:r graduation. Opportunities exist i n
following
Bridge Engineering
Design and field work on
bridges. Employment in San Francisco, Los Angeles
and Sacramento. (Division of San Francisco Bay Toll
Crossings
gsand Bridge Department of the Division of
Highways.)
Hydraulic Engineering
Design and construction
supervision of water development projects. EmployW
meantterinRes
and Los Angeles. (Department of
Highway Engineering
Design and construction
supervision offitiheStateHfirgehwewaayys.p)rogram.
Employment
of
Statewide,
For complete information and interview
arrangements contact the Placement Office.
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Shelters Are Personal Students
By WANDA JOLLY
Photos By Rich Freeland
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defense and fallout
The question of civil
controversial in the
shelters has become very
last few monthsso controversial in fact that
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Judy Carey, sophomore-The government shouldn’t
build shelters. Individuals
should build their own if
they want one because some
people do not think they’re
needed. If members of a
community get together and
decide to build a shelter, this
. 1...tter than the federal
ihoen1 spending every.
money on them."
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i
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EVERY
COLLEGE
STUDENT

needs this
book

Linda Slothower, junior
"Shelters shouldn’t be built
until the question has been
studied more thoroughly.
Most people are going off on
a tangent. If they contract
to have one built, or buy a
prefabricated one, they are
not sure what they are getting.
Frank Moerlier, freshman
"I think it is up to the individual. If we are going to
get bombed, then we are going to get it. Fallout shelters would afford some protection I suppose. I don’t
really care either way. If I
am going to get it, then I’m
going to get it."

Musical Play Opens Soon
Plans for the production of
"Amahl and the Night Visitors"
were discussed at a meeting of the
Spartan
Programs Committee,
Friday.
The show, a musical festival for
the Christmas season, will be presented Nov. 27-28, at 8:15 p.m. in
Morris Dailey auditorium.
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Sharon Atkinson, sophomore
---"It would be good for a
community to build a shelter
if the people want it, but I
feel it is the individual’s responsibility. The best thing
would be to evacuate thearea in case of attack, but
this isn’t always possible.
Fallout shelters do afford
some protection, but it is
the individual’s responsibility to build one."

Ron Madsen, junior"I don’t
think fallout shelters should
be built. I don’t think there
is that much danger right
now of a nuclear war. It’s
been built up all out of proportion. People are just being frightened into building
shelters. We need many other things besides fallout
shelters."
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make their opinions known publicly. This
week’s question: Should individuals and/or the
community start building fallout shelters?

The Alameda at Shasta
CY 4-7447
SUNDAY SERVICES
8.30 & Ii arn,7p m.
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to increase
his ability to
learn
’ understanding of the truth
01Iairied in Science and
. dth with Key to the Scripby Mary Baker Eddy can
Jove the pressure which conins today’s college student
in whom increasing deuils are being made for
excellence.
laistiatt Science calms fear
’ %dves to the student the full
itice he needs in order to
ii easily and
to evaluate
0 he has learned. It teaches
God is latan’S Mindhis
Mind Irom which ema, s all the intelligence
he
Is, when and as he
needs it.
. ience and Health, the
textol Christian Science,
may
I,:ad or examined,
together
11 the Bible, in
an atmose of quiet and
peace, at any
,istian Science Reading
Information about Science and flesh h
may also be ohInaid on campus
through the

(,hristian Science
Organization at

F

man Jose state
college
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The Carlo Menotti opera, originally written for television in
1948, will feature the original
NBC television cast. The music
will be provided by the San Jose
musicians union, local 153.
The chorus, dancers and nonprincipal members of the cast will
be from the San Jose area.

CHURCH
SLATE
National Lutheran Council

St. Thomas Chapel
A student chapel for the doubter,
questioner, and believer.

NO WORSHIP THIS SUNDAY
9:40 Perspective
Speaker:
Dave Krueger
"Continuing Studies
in John"

A

L

5,30 Sunday Supper
for College Agers
6:30 Knox Club,
Speaker: Ron Green
Transportation provided
from 7th and San Carlos
and 7th and San Fernando

o M., Crrs,

iris weei.end.

LUTHERAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
Tuesday at 7 p.m.
Unfair Rf:
ons?
era
DielOgue With an

Agnostic

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 S. 10th at San Carlos
Allan Dieter, Campus Pastor

FOCUS

FUTURE DATE: Sunday,
Now. I9Sing offer
vening service:
1275 Madrona Avenue

For Meaningful Existence

ANTERB1 ’II
TALES

Methodist Churches

Worship Sunday
At One Of These Nearby

Epieetspeliana at Sun Jane Stale

FIRST

NON EMBF:H 12

Santa Clare & Ph
Ste., :)O III Lei

"Church and Ow State: What Eno
They Expect of Earls Other?"
Dr. Wm. .I. Dose!
Vice President, San .11011.
State t:tollege

ST. PAUL’S
I Ott,
dote

An’

’the Ven. Darby BcIlDirector of Community Relation,
Dim...us of (lalif.
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
301) South Tenth Street

lny

Rev,

Ja,,s C.
&Firm -lee.

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION
(Methodist Student Center)
Sunday at 6:00 p.m. and
throughout the week.
CY 2-3707
5th and Santa Clara
J. Benton White, Campus Minister

Friday, November 10. 1961

Designing sets for a production
like "Kiss Me Kate," is not an
easy task, nor one which takes a
few short hours,according to Dennis Berger, who took care of this
job for the Associated Glee club
production.
Berger, sophomore commercial
arts majors, began work on set
designs in July. He was assisted
by Bob Cunningham, stage manager.
Construction of the sets has
taken approximately three weeks,
according to the . designer. All
work in this area has been done by
glee club members.
An aim toward realism has been
attempted by Berger and his staff.
OPEN THURSDAY
Cole Porter’s "Kiss Me Kate"
will open Thursday at 8:15 p.m.
in Morris Dailey auditorium with
seven set designs, singers, dancers,
22 chorus members and approximately 80 costumes, according to
Dr. Gus Lease, associate professor
of music and musical director for
the show.
Tickets for the production which
also runs Friday and Saturday,
Nov. 17 and 18, are on sale in the
opera box office, inside the Seventh st. entrance to Concert hall.
Reserved tickets are $2 and $1.50,
general admission $1. They may
also be purchased from any member of the cast.
Starring in the production are
Marjorie Brown, Ken Hunter,
Joan Montt and Ray Gouveir.
Choreography is being handled
by Miss Carol Smith and Miss
Margaret Lawler, women physical
education instructors.
John Shrieber, Los Gatos high
school intsructor and SJS graduate, is directing the dramatic
parts.
COUNTER PLOT
Stafford Miller, SJS grad student, is orchestra director. He is

teaching music at Los Gatos high
school .
Shakespeare’s "Taming of the
Shrew" serves as a counter-plot
for the musical production. Hun-1

AIM AT REALISMSet designer Dennis Berger, right, discusses
the finished product for "Kiss Me Kate," with Bob Cunningham,
stage manager. Berger, commercial arts major, created the sets
for the musical which opens Thursday.
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SJS Orchestra
Will Present Two
Evening Concerts

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR .0,
DOWNTOWN HOTEL

MONTGOMERY HOTEL

joins the other downtown merchants in having
big savings for the event, one day only.

elite

KING-SIZE
RANCHBURGER
A
Complete
Meal in Itself
for Only

WOMEN’S FASHION & WALKING SHOES
at 74 SOUTH FIRST ST.

$7.99

$9.99

A Few at $12.99
We have selected many pairs from our regular stock especially
Day. Included are many famous name brands. Choose
for Yist
from e wide variety of styles and fashions, latest colors at this
low prim..

MEN’S SHOES

Third and San Antonio

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
8.30, II a.m., 7 p.m

be done by litexard Mayling: Fern
Tijston, is pianist; Charles Corr is
in charge of properties and costwines are under the direction of
Susan Moss.

ter and Miss Brown portray is
FRESH DONU S
couple celebrating the first anniversary of their divorce. They are
Oyer
Varieties
also preparing for the opening
BEST DONUTS IN TOWN
night as the stars in the Shakesa m girl 2)Ortiith
pearean production.
117 S. First
CY 54668
Much of the story is told
through music by Cole Porte!
Such songs as "Another Op’run
Another Show," "Why can’t Yo
TV 6 RADIO REPAIRS
Behave," "So In Love Am I," ’
Used Sets For Sole
Hate Men" and "Always True I,
You" add spark, romance an,:
PAYLESS TV
emotional impact to the story.
716 N. 4fft
CY 5-5520
Lighting for the production wit.
Two evening concerts will be
presented Tuesday and Wednesday
at 8:15 in Concert hall by the San
Jose State Symphony Orchestra,
re.
Dr. W. Gibson Walters, professor
:kr!
ler
of music, conducting. There is no
COMFORT
t
CONVENIENCE
admission charge.
-5.
FRIENDLY SERVICE
Fasttured solosist will be PatMODERATE RATES
rick McFarland, oboe, Michael
Chang, tenor and Donald awn,
DRIVE-IN GARAGE
CYpress 4-9404
piano.
FIRE PROOF CONS TRUC I ION
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING TELEVISION
Three movements from Jacob’s
BANQUET ROOMS
Ralph C. Caldwell, Manager
FOUNTAIN
COFFEE SHOP
"Concerto No. 2 for Oboe and
Orchestra," will feature McFarland.
San Jose, California
South first St. at San Antonio
Chang Will sing "II mio tesoro"
from Don Giovanni by Mozart,
"Le Rev" from Manon by Massenet and "Lament di Federico"
CAMPUS SNO-MAN
from L’Arlesiana by Cilea.
& SNACK BAR
for
No.
2
Bernstein’s "Symphony
COME HAVE A
upon
Piano and Orchestra" based
SPARTAN BURGER 45c
the poem "The Age of Anxiety"
by W. H. Auden will feature
AND A NEW
Chan’s artistry.
TAKE -AWAY SUNDAE 12c
McFarland, senior music major,
was a soloist with the San Jose
KITTY-CORNER FROM
State Symphonic Band last Spring.
MEN’S GYM AT Oh &
He was the recipient of a scholarSAN CARLOS STREETS
ship at the Aspen Music Festival
in the summer, 1960.
Saturday We’re Open from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Chang, an organ and music major, has had experience as accompanist and tenor soloist for the eketSoletlie,VetWa,,,,,,e’letViAelreAreettrerot.’:’;’,’‘...
San Francisco Opera Ring. He has
SPECIAL
also appeared in recital and with
the college opera workshop.
SHOE SAVINGS
Pianist Chan has won second
place in the National Federation
SATURDAY
of Music Clubs contest in Calia+
HEROLDS
fornia. He has appeared in Phi
Mu Alpha, honorary music fraternity recitals on campus.
Saturday is VETERANS DAY and HEROLDS

SPARTAN TRI-C
Sunday, 9:45: One of the Two Most
Influential Books in Times of World
Crisis: "The Book of John."
7:00 p.m.: TRI-C Presents: Coming
Nov. 17, IS, 19: "Weekend in the
Pines."

SPARTAN DAILYS

Designing for College Play
Not an Easy Task for Student

Me.

[inlaid A. Getty,

and

By HARRY FERGUSON
LONDON (UP1.1lier full title
is "Elizabeth the second by the
grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and of her other
realms and territories, Queen,
head of the Commonwealth, defender of the faith."
She owns seven palaces and eight
royal houses, has E. string of race
horses, an annual income of more
than three million dollars and
chooses her dinner services from
two tons of gold plate.
Before you decide this Is one
of the best jobs in the world,
stop and consider. Queen Elizabeth is not a free agent. Other
people tell her what to do and
when to do it and on state occasions they tell her what to say.
She is a glittering prisoner inside
the walls of protocol and her own
stern sense of duty.
For a week this nation has been
in an uproar about the trip the
Queen took yesterday. Her bags
were long since packed. A specially fitted plane has been standing by. But it was not until Wednesday that the Queen was notified she could go to Ghana.
SAFE TRIP?
This is a small African nation
which is emerging into freedom
and the birth pangs are proving
to be severe. A statute of President Kwame Nkrumah has been
bombed and there have been
other explosions along the mute
the Queen will travel in the capital city of Accra. The fear in
London has been that an attempt
will be made to assassinate Nkrumah and that Elizabeth, accompanying him through the streets,
will be harmed.
Then why should she go? Because Ghana is a member of the
British Commonwealth,
that
unique band of nations made up
of men of many races, creeds and
colors who frequently quarrel
among themselves. The thing that
holds them together is the British
crown in the person of 35-year-old
Elizabeth Alexandra Mary Windsor. A cancellation of her trip
might have caused Ghana to withdraw from the Commonwealth.
The British government has
seldom been faced with such a
cruel dilemma in peace lime.
Scotland Yard security officers
were sent to Ghana to check on
arrangements. The controversy
raged with mounting intensity
while Prime Minister Harold Macmillan groped for a solution.
LIFE WENT ON
There was nothing the Queen
could do about all this except go
on her usual routine of business
and wait for the word. The word
came Wednesday when Duncan
Sanclys, British minister for the
Commonwealth, returned from an
emergency trip to Ghana. He had
ridden through the streets of
Accra with Nkrumah and he advised the government to take a
calculated risk and let the Queen
go. The government, in turn, "advised" Elizabeth, and, as always,
she took the advice.
The word from Buckingham
Palace is that the Queen wanted
to go no matter what the risk.
An expert was asked whether it
would have been possible for the
Queen to over-rule Macmillan in
event he had advised her to cancel
the trip.
"Technically, yes," he said. "The
British constitution is unwritten
and in theory the Queen’s will
would he supreme. But we don’t
do things that way and the Queen
would never defy her ministers."
So the British government’s best
paid employe is off on the business of the commonwealth. As
Queen she reigns but she does
not teile

at San Sam..
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Sermon:
"Thin Strategy of
Pentte4tion-

Beautiful and Busy,
The British Queen Set
Is Gilded Prisoner

at 40 SOUTH FIRST ST.

$8

7ice:44 7aco41

4th and St. James

$9.50

$13

Selected from regular stock are such brands as Rnble
Wall Streeter. All our French Shrinrs at 815 Saturday. Not yery
style in every size.
Specials at HEROLDS Downtown, Only
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1" Counseling, Pre-Reg ’An Age of Kings’
For Engineering Slated for Viewing
Sole I Set
for November Over KQED-TV
10’

ACT To Serve as
College Entrance Exam

ACT nay be taken at any of the
nationwide testing centers, including SJS. on Feb. 24 or April 21,
1962. The results of tests taken on
these dates will be sent to any
the individual
Previous college policy required three colleges
that new students also take the selects.
college’s own placement battery, SJS will offer the ACT on seven
the Academic Placement tests. additional dates: two for spring
The JUT tests now serve both as semester entrance (Jan. 20 and
u college aptitude and as a place- Feb. 6), and five for fall semester
ment test, and cuts the time re- entrance (May 5 and 12, June 23,
quired to take them from a full July 14 and Aug. 181. Scores of
day to one half.
tests taken on these dates will
The change in testing procedure be returned to SJS only.
Except t,tr 1,ireign students, all
entering undergraduates at SJS
are now required to take the
American College Tenting Program (ACT) battery of tests.

enables entering students to take
the tests at any one of several
hundred testing centers in the
’country, says Dr. Curtis R. Stafford, testing officer. In the past,
out-of-state students have had to
be present on the campus, sometimes days before registration, in
order to take the tests.
Entering students are urged to
take the tests as early as possible,
since admission may depend upon
the test results, according to a
testing office bulletin.

No matter where or when a
student plans to take ACT, he
must register at an ACT registration headquarters at least three
weeks in advance of the test date.
A check in the amount of $3
made out to the American College
Testing program must accompany
the completed registration form.
Registration forms and information bulletins may be obtained
at the SJS testing center (Adm2181, or at high schools, junior
colleges or any ACT headquarters.

’

The Mt. 1,1141 of engineering has
it seta, 54 Shak.,,peiuvaii per-chtsMlisl ply -counseling and pre- formances entitled ’’An Age of
registration for all engineering Kings" is currently being shown
students for this month.
Tuesdays at 7 p.m. and repeated
The following schedule will now Fridays at 8:30 p.m. over KQEDgo into effect, according to TV.
Students and faculty members
Edwanl A. Dionne, associate promay view the programs in C11231
fessor of engineering.
at either of the hours designated,
Freshman and sophomores will according to Mrs. Gaither Lee
be Pre-advised Sunday throng,’ Martin, coordinator of ITV serNov. 22, only. No pre-registration vices.
will be allowed for lower division
The series, which began Oct.
courses or for students who have 20 and ends Jan. 23, includes 15
not completed the upper division telecasts depicting the turbulent
examination.
reigns of seven monarchs.
Coming presentations include
Juniors will be pre-advised Nov.
20-22, and may pre-register Nov. acts from Henry IV, Henry V.
Henry VI and Richard III.
_
27 and 28.
Mrs. Martin advises interested
Seniors will receive pre-advisestudents that a paper back book
ment Sunday through Friday and
-An Age of Kings," which conwill pre-register Nov. 27 and 28.
tains introductions and synopses,
Graduate students will receive as well as the text of the program
advisement at the same time as exactly as performed on the air,
seniors. but may pre-resister Nov. is available at bookstores.
27 and 28 for upper division
courses only. There will he no preregistration for graduate Courses.
A possible arson attempt on the
Senior industrial technology students will receive advisement and east staircase of the Science buildmay pre -register Monday through ing addition, leading from the
Wednesday. Juniors and sopho- first floor to the basement of the
mores may do the same Wednes- new science building is being investigated by SJS campus police.
day through Friday.

Arson Attempt

Come in

CLICKITY CLACK goes the new SJS computer
as it answers problems which have been fed into
it by student operator Tom Bryan. The cornputer’s answers are typed automatically on the
typewriter (foreground). The "thinkchine," rented from IBM, has the ability to store 4000 ten

Unusual New Machine
Joins ’Computer’ Staff

"What’s your name?" "Press
another key, bub; your fingers
are cold."
The reply was made by A versitile new electronic computer installed last month in IA230.
Besides being reluctant to give
its name, the machine can play
blackjack, a limited form of chess
and will even act as a slot -machine by lighting up its board and
awarding a fictitious $80.000 jackpot.
In more serious work the machine will be used by SJS student, faculty or administrative
staff members for general purposes and research. The IBM computer, labeled "1620" replaces the
"650" computer.
’POWERFUL MEMORY’
Need for the new machine was
de,isled hy eollege off ici:ds who

and find out
how far
you can
go with
Pacific
Telephone

Spartaguide

ENGJNEERING
MANAGER

For today’s graduate Pacific Telephone offers a world (and then some)
of opportunity. There are any number of fields where your technical or
administrative abilities can develop
to the fullest ... from space-age engineering to a career in management.
Come in and find out how far you
can grow with Pacific Telephone.

I
TODAY
Friday Flicks, "Gigi." TH55,
7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
Women’s Recreation assn., golf,
women’s gymnasium, 2,30 p.m.
College Religious council. Fifth
in a series of lectures on religion
will be presented simultaneously
at various college-affiliated living
groups during their dinner hours.
Spartan Chi, dance, International Student Center, 285 S. Market
at., 8 p.m.
Neaman club, dime-a -dip lunch,
Newman hall. 12:30.
Kolo club, Kolo party, women’,
gymnasium, 8:15.
Arab -American student teem
film, ".lamila." S142, 8 p.m.
TOMORROW
Week -end Co-Rec, hadmito.,1
basketball, volleyball, ping pon.
chess, 12:30 p.m.; swimming, 1
p.m.; trampoline, 1:30 p.m.; all
events in Men’s gymnasium.
MONDAY
Modern Greek club, meeting.
F011104, 3:30 p.m.
-Junior class, speaker: Dr. Warren P. Fraleigh, "San Jose State
Judiciary System in Action" CH 160, 3:30 p.m.
Senior class, meeting. CH150.
3:30 p.m.
College Religious confetti. Sixth
In a series of lectures on religion
will be presented simultaneousIN
at various college -affiliated
groups during their dinner hours
How About
Breakfast
& Bowling
Sunday
Morning?

Ia
r.

An equal opportunity employer

REPLY SYSTEM
The computer accomplishes is
assignments by convert int; data r,
numbers then changuitt the 11,;7.
hers to data in its smw,c,
Dr. Duffin said the ,omptitr;
center may be used by sin 11P1,,,3
connected with the S.1:-;
One of four SJS students wh,,h
have been assigned to :Mt otnip..
ter is on duty throughtato theft!,
Instruction in use
puler is given by th.
Come to us for oil
rliyour bakery
cakes,coli
Cries,
d’ birthday
W
g cakes paancIty psipies:
Son Jose’s finest independent
bakery

Anetel.k.

EVERYONE’S GETTING THE BUG
HAVE YOU??
VOLKSWAGEN
NEW & USED SALES

SERVICE

PARTS

ditelaufen igctehl
550 W. San Carlos

Y 7.9292

4sritikileg mikiiktikrIethivskrikilaMMIO

SAY

ViC
PIZZA PARLOR
STEVENS CREEK BLVD. in
VILLA SHOPPING CENTER
("Across from Fufuramo Bowl")

SEE AND HEAR . . . FRI. & SAT
BANJO AND RINKY-TINK PIANO
MUSIC 9 P.M. ON . . .

Action Starts at 5 P.M.
PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos
CY 4-2110

Ilemsnow

VALUED AT $80,000
Dr. John H. Duffin, assistant
professor of chemical and metallogical engineering and compumg center coordinator, said the
..w computer alone is valued at
ssa.000.
Asked how the imachine is able
to play blackjack, chess and act
as a slot machine, Dr. Duffin
answered that special data is recorded into the machine for mutt
games. He added, "When the right
buttons are touched, the machine

then teacts in the
net..
’The fictitious Sao. (
it awards Ls really jmi
st,it.
ment that the winner ha., is,,d
brand new 1620 complierDuffin explained.

THE STREET SINGERS

November 20 &21

SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW AT THE PLACEMENT OFFICE

felt the "650 did not have the
memorization ability to cope with
the problems it had been assigned
by SJS personnel. The old com- I
puter had an ability to memorize
2000 ten digit figures: the new
computer swill memorize 4000 ten
digit figures.
In contrast to the old ’think chine,’ which radiated excessive
heat from tubes, the new computer will remain cool due to complete usage of transistors and
diodes in its internal "organs."
Installed in the same room with
the computer are other machines
which help the computer accomplish its duties. All machines installed in the computing center
:ire being rented from IBM at a
.ast of $1500.

SUNDAY ONLY . . .
See and Hear a Fabulous Trio

Pacific Telephone

INTERVIEWING ON

digit figures. The new apparatus replaces one
used last semester which had a storage cape.
bility of 2000 ten digit figuresinsufficient to
meet SJS personnel’s computing and research
demands.

STEVENS CREEK BLVD. in VILLA SHOPPING CENTEP
LAWRENCE STATION ROAD
Open Daily 4 P.M. Id 2 A.M.
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81 Die in Worst U.S.
A

yr

A

NI!!
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Crash Leftist President Siezes Control

A

Top Aviation Officials
Will Investigate Air Crash

sr

Friday. November 16. 1961

In Ecuador; Chooses Cabinet

Plane Crash Kills
31 Army Recruits

w top aviation ofial,:
fic
RICHMoND, Va. 1:11)1:11)The nation’ s to
’
The Lehigh River valley, with its bus- I
joined in the investigation of the crash of a chartered alt- ’Ring cities of Allentown, Bethlehem and Easton, awoke trr numbiny
Including
at
least
persons,
74
SI
young
Army recruits I shod( and sorrow yesterday.
killed
. that
training camp.
. Friends and relatives were informed. of the plane-crash deaths 01
.na their way too
plane
civilian
crash
single
in
worst
this
country’s asia- 31 young men who eta off only Wednesday morning to minters
It wits the
tiPrVit* with them
history.
Amity.
A tidal of 33 men, roost if them about 22 or 23 years old, had
The death toll had been set at 74 recruits and three crewmen but
announc.!act Army Headquarters
reported for duty before 6 a.m.
persons,
They were takers by bus to
al today that four other
,
had
d
ifi.
Wilkes-Barre where they undernot immediately ident
been
anent processing at the Army releen discovered to ’ have
emoting station. Two of them were
,,iioard the plane.
home because their rescords
Federal Aviation Administrator
-.nt
we’renot complete. The other 31
Najeeh E. Halaby said prelimiwere put aboard the ill-fated
nary indications were that one of
Airplane, destined for Ft. Jacloam,
CI
the nonscheduled Imperial
EDITOR’S NOTE, Irvin Lange!, knew there is a job to be done
S.C. for their basic training.
lines Constellation’s four engines civilian chief clerk at the armed and they were
enthusiastic.
And
another
and
trouble
The plane, however, attempted
RIOTING AGAINST GOVERNMENT, students
was giving
forces induction center in WilkesArosemena slogans march through the streets
they were pretty cheerful and an emergency landing at Richin Guayaquil, Ecuador ran wild Wednesday.
was beginning to malfunction as Sarre, processed 3I Army recruits
and into the palace with brooms and soap to
happy-go-lucky.
Wednesday
before
putting
them
emergency
an
in
mond, Va. It crashed. Only the ,
Yesterday people massed in Independence
"sweep it clean."
the plane crashed
aboard a bus for the Screnton-Willes.
After they boarded the bus, pilot and flight engineer survived.
square to watch the students chanting prolanding attempt.
Barre Airport at Anocn, Pa., to board
.
they
were
taken
to
the
airport
at The families of some of the vicJust before the crash. Halaby an Imperial Airlines plane for Ft.
Qua, Ecuador IUPI - Ex- mega on bomb."
Lknorly chits which precipitated
S.C., for their basic training. nearby Avoca where they boarded tims learned of the tragedy dursaid, the pilot of the plane told Jackson.
Following
is
his
account
of
their
the
Jubilant leftists urged Arose- this aeek’s political crisis was
Imperial
Airlines
plane for ing the evening. Others had gone treme leftist President Carke. J.
Richmond’s
at
tower
control
the
departure.
Ft. Jackson. They all locked for- to bed without knowing- -to be Arosemena, in apparent control of ’memo toe confiscate the property !titled Wednesday night. The city
Byrd Airport: "I can’t get my
WILKI:S-BARRE, Pa. (UPI) -- ward to the plane ride to the awakened in the early morning Ecuador, has selected a new cabi- of former officials and to set up t. was feported quiet.
"ear down and I’m losing another
I’ve said goodby to thousands of "sunny South." It was the first hours by shocking telephone calls net to govern this strife-torn na- special tribunals to try them for
Velascti, a reftigt.e in the Mexition.
alleged misappropriation of flouts. can Embassy here, assailed the
Army-hound
boys in the twelve really cool evening we’ve had here from relatives and friends.
in
night
Wednesday
The tragedy
An
air
attack
this
which broke up
fall. They were all joking
Local and regional officials in armed forces Wednesday night tor
There was indignation mixed
years I have worked at the induca wooded, swampy area near the
about the warmer Southern tem- with the sorrow. The immediate an army blockade of the national (lutiyaquil, the cradle of this I ousting hint from office. He said
tion center here.
airport’s main runway was the
families of many victims com- capitol Wednesday clinched Aro- . week’s revolution, already had the only person -legally entitledBut Wednesday, I speto the day pert ures.
second fatal crash of a soldierAfter I put them on the bus, plained bitterly they were not in- semena’s victory over deposed ex- been replaced by supporters of the , to steered him is Nicolas
laden plan belonging to the small with 31 boys who would not live I was through for the day.
formed officially by the Army or President Jose M. Velasco lbarra new regime.
dano ftaffo, speaker of Ecuador’s
airline, which also has had sev- through their first day in the
When I got to my home in the Selective Service Board that and Chief Justice Ciuniki Gallegos ’ Armed sailors stood guard at
eral nonfatal mishaps while car- Army.
I spent the whole day with suburban Plains, Pa., a few hours the new recruits had perished on Toledo, chosen by the army as the Guayaquil city hall and tanks
rying military personnel and
later, I couldn’t find my door keys. their first day in service.
Velasco’s successor.
:were posted around the US. conwhich has been disciplined twice these boys interviewing them, is- I went down to the diner to call
SPANISH FOODS
Some refused to believe it. They
In Havana, Premier Fidel Cas- staate as a precaution against
in the past two years by the Fed- suing their service numbers, see- my wife. I was sitting in the kept making telephone calls, some tro hailed the installation of new outbreaks of mob violence.
LARGE BANQUET ROOM
eral Aviation Agency for safety ing them fingerprinted and signing diner having a cup of coffee when to Washington, others to Wilkes- Arosemena RS a "victory over but
FOODS TO GO
there were no immediate retheir records. I took them to lunch
violations.
I heard a television bulletin say- Barre.
Yankee
imperialism
.
.
.
it
must
ports
of
trouble.
Halaby also told a news confer- and dinner and shook hands with ing a plane with boys from the
Newspaper off icies and radio have hit the Yankee State DeThe 7 p.m. curfew imposed on
93 Willow St.
CSY 5-95114
ence here that President Kennedy them before they boarded the bus Wilkes-Barre area aboard had stations in the tri-city area were partment wih the impact of a 65- the big Pacific port after the
had asked him and Alan S. Boyd, for the airport. I wished each of crashed in Virginia.
flooded with telephone calls when
chairman of the Civil Aeronautics them luck.
I ran up to the set to hear it was learned the plane had carThe boys ranged from 19 to 22
Board to "state his great symmore. And I almost collapsed be- ried new soldiers, processed at
"’ff
years.
Naturally,
they
didn’t
want
of
kin"
of
the
next
the
for
pathy
cause a couple of hours earlier I Wilkes-Barre.
to leave home. But most of them
victims.
had been with them, shaking
Some of the calls were hushed-- Halaby and Boyd both stressed
barely whispered inquiries about
hands and saying goodbye.
that they would not want to BSloved ones. Others wanted to know
sume any negligence on Imperial’s
who the survivors were. When told
part in connection with Wednesonly two cress- members escaped
day night’s crash
death, they wanted further confirmation that none of the young
Note: Interviews are held in the
Boyd. whose board handles inrecruits got out of the plane alive.
vestigation of air craft accidents, Placement Office, Adm234. Appointlists are put out in advenc 04 the
ment
Other callers asked only: "Is
said he expected to hearing to be- interview. Students are requested to
:-net
it true?" Then, when informed the
held within 30 days, and that he sign up early.Ed.
plane had crashed, they hung up-hoped a statement of probable
ate" BAY
WASHINGTON
t ’PI -- The unable to answer in their grief.
cause could be issued "in much
Edison Stores: Business or lib- Kennedy admini, inn appeared
eral arts majors for retail train- to be preparing y- .,iday to send
ing, merchandising or manage- military expenditures rocketing
’nt.
toward the $50 billion-a -year mark
Hasid/re & Sells: Busine.ss
- I DEPEND UPON
.adII instills contintuel supremacy
iiust.ration and accounting ma - over Russia.
US FOR ALL
EDWARDS AFB (UPI) - Air
for public accounting.
At the same time, the prospect
YOUR BEAUTY
County of Lon Angeles: Civil of renewed U.S. nuclear testing Force Maj. Robert White, 37,
NEEDS!
ogineering, sociology, social in the atmosphere loomed larger yesterday piloted the X15 to a
,-lence, psychology and public ad- as President Kennedy’s advisers record 4070 miles an hoursix
Complete Drug Store
[list rat ion majors for probation pressed their studies of the re- times the speed of sound- -in a goIts sporty. it’s speedy. its a SPRITE . and its yours1
PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS
for-broke speed trial on which
.11flee.
cent series of Soviet tests.
one side of the cockpit windshield
Boeing: Mechanical. electrical,
STAR MARIA ACY
Kennedy told his news conferAll you have to do is like win!
shattered.
,,il and industrial engineering.
888 E. ’esonto Clara
ence Wednesday that "the Soviet
"Oh, good Lord," White radioed,
aientrutics, math and physics; Union tested while we were at
Cr : a-,7s
San Jose
"I hope this one holds," Two min:,.
the table negotiating with them.
utes later, as he prepared to come
If they fool Its ones-, it is their
’‘","10:s.
in for a landing, the Air Force
fault; if they fool its twice, it is
.
pilot explained "my windshield
an
(Mr fault."
on the right completely shattered
The President, who claimed
quite a while ago. If the left one
Just Give Us a Call
Orders to Go
from 1958 through the 1960 camgoes, I won’t be able to see anywas
paign
U.S.
strength
that
detriTAMALES
TACOS
ENCHILADAS
thing."
orating
seriously.
said
Wednesday
THE FINEST SPANISH FOODS
But he brought the X13 in for
on the basis of latest intelligence
a successful landing after starestimates that America "would
not trade places" with any coon- Passing the 41" tit". speed goal
674 N 13th
CY 4-7468
of the rocket ship by 70 miles an
try.
hour. At a press conference, he
FILTERS
. Then he outlined steps his ad- smiled and told reporters "I guess
taken
and
said,
had
ministration
you’re just as happy as I am
’is,’ are’ going to ask for addiwe’ve got this one down."
REGULAR OR KING
PACK OR BOO
tional funds for defense next
White said he had no other
Official Entry Blanks at Sparta Book Store
, year."
doubt
the
trouble, but expressed
explained the
u
’ Informed sorces
ASSOCIATED
X15 as programmed would ever
reference to additional funds apgo faster. He said it could exceed
plied to the expanded defense the speed if it were lighter at
STUDENTS
of Chesterfields or L&M’s (or, if you’re
budget that Kennedy will submit
launch, but this would mean elima menthol man, Oasis), tear the bottom
to congress in January. Best esti- inating necessary equipment.
SAN JOSE CITY
panels of all 5 packs, tuck them in the
mates now. it was said, were that
COLLEGE
the new military blueprint seemed
FIRST TAX
envelope, sign your name and mail it.
call for spending on the order of
CHELSEA, Mass, (UPI) --What
Or you can send substitutes (see rules).
$50 billion in !he year starting may have been the first withholdGot it?
Present
ing tax in history has come to
next July 1.
Now comes the pay-off! If you pass the
I That would compare with $1e.8 light here. Records show that
billion for the current year, which when Chelsea Naval Hospital
Here’s the story, man. This swinging quiz you’ll reccit e in the mail a Grand
in turn is $3.9 billion more than opened in 1836, U.S. sailors were
Sprite will go to some guy or gal right Prix License Plate, it’s serialized. Hang
the Eisenhower administration paying 20 cents a month- withhere on campus. All other colleges are on to it, because this is it! Your serial
proposed just before leaving .1- held from their pay
finance its
AN EVENING WITH
like in Outsville. Get the picture, get number may be the one the electronic
I .perat ion.
fici.
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Job Interviews Military Spending

Sent Rocketing;
May Hit $50 Billion

X15 Speed Breaks
Record, Windshield

PARTY TROUBLES SOLVED!

Jy

PARTS

tait)
CY 7-9292

nix

EL FARO TACO BAR

GiVEAWAY

STRICTLY FOR
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

SOMEONE AT SAN JOSE STATE

WILL WINLIKE YOU?

BASIL RATHBONE

SAT.
,NO

ENTER a!

"

1-317)3:

Old World Charm in Dining
Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night

Ogden Nash, and Shakespeare, by

SUNDAY
through
THURSDAY

this internationally known theater personality.

Wilda
Baughn

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14 at 8:30 P.M.
MEN’S GYMNASIUM

First thing to do, get your hands on a
Registration Envelope, which gives you
the easy Giveaway Rules. You’ll find
Registration Envelopes everywhen
all around campus and in your local
smoke shops. Our Liggett & Myers
Campus Rep has stacks of them, too
you’ll catch him making the scene in
his Grand Prix Sprite, just like the one
you’ll maybe win.

America’s Most Beautilul Ilolbrau

DRAMATIC READINGS of Edgar Allen Poe,
Shelley,

the odds? This is one deal you’ve got to
get in on.

Zt)a. .1.%,

;UT

and

Die Rhinelander

191;141\,

Band

’iAnor,

Next, you take a little quiz. It’s printed
right on the envelope, see, it’s about
sports cars and you can do it in like 47
seconds. Then smoke 5 wonderful packs

Fri. & Sat. Nifes

ten Piano

garden City _Aft.

GENERAL ADMISSION $2.00

51 So. Market
e;’).1

N71.)11. tZ ti( Tr’ T

VT,

CY
Ili sit’

brain selects ... that might put you like
behind the wheel of that jazzy Sprite!
Enter incessantly! The more Grand
Prix License Plates you collect, the better your odds will be. Entries accepted
till April 1. 1962 the winner will be
announced on or about May 1, 1962; so
stay with it ! Keep smoking those wonderful Chesterfield, L&M or Oasis cigarettes (or drawing, those substitutes
if you want to be a square). Keep trying ! Win. man !
So go! Get started! There’s going to be
a new ’62 Nitrite’ on campus soon and
you might as well jingle the keys to it
Ill!Infir

jeans... right?

7-2002
1/ \II( ’ST(

( siriST

is

GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX.., ENTER TODAY. ENTER INCESSANTLY!

1111111111=m

I’m Not Tired

Tackle’s Wife
Asks for Date
Editor’s Noir,: This is the sessasIlt in
in ieid-pert series p ***** tins the lives
end roles of SJS gridderp’ wives.

I DON’T WANNA go to bed wails Kerry, one -year -old daughter
of SJS gridder Leon Donahuewho looks on sympathetically
but firmlyas his pretty blue-eyed wife Judy announces bedtime for the lively little pajama -clad miss. Judy says Kerry must
be "oecupied all the time. She has to take apart and look into
everything in her path.

Women’s P.E. Offers

"I sass Leon for the first time
at Christmas vacation my freshman year at James 1.kk high
school.
"I ran home and told my
mother I’d found the boy I
nanted to marry. So I asked him
out," confided Judy, the WW1,
5-9,2 wife of thIS tackle Leon
Donahue.
"When I was a freshman I
vials 5-8." Judy explained, "so
none of the hays were tall
enough for me."
After Judy Metcalf’s initial
moVe, the couple continued dating "off and on" through high
achool.
The 21 -year -old nit’, reported
no formal engagement. "We had
talked about getting married and
we didn’t nant a big wedding."
"We ran away to Rena March
17, 1959, with Leon’s mother,
since he wasn’t quite 21 then."
Kerry Lynn, a lively, aggressive, dark-haired young lady, has
shared quarters mini Judy and
Leon since October 19, 1960.
She’s now 31 inches and neighs
25 pounds.
"She’s going to he a big girl I
think," Judy remarked.
What kind cif baby is she?

"She gets into everything,"
ther reported.
her blue-eyed
"She has tip be acs.upled all the
time." Judy said that this is
hard since she works all day for
a bank and leaves Kerry at a
nursery marred.
At the time of the interview,
Kerry was tearing a bookcase
apart with casual delight.
Leon recalled when they first
moved Into Spartan Village. Kerry came home with a black eye.
"Thought I was going to have a
little trouble," he said with a
wide grin as he stood up to his
full 6-4, 243-pound size.
He added that the local
set Is report the Spartan Village children much "more aggressive than other kids."
After graduation Leon plans
to coach high school. Judy. thinks
she’ll like hieing a coach’s wife
since "I’ve always liked sports."
Does Leon watch TV?
"Yep."
What’s his favorite program?
tichionl."
"If you’re not bilking about
football, it would he cowboys."
What’s your favorite prograin?
"No choice, although 1 like
cowboys OK," the attractive
wife added with a good natured
laugh.

Whitey Ford
Named Best
1961 Hurler
BOSTON (UPI) --- Southpaw
Whitey Ford was the busiest pitcher in the major leagues last season and today was owner of the
Cy Young Award as the year’s
outstanding hurler.
The 33-year -old Ford, key to
the New York Yankees’ victory
drive but nearly lost In the holm:
run avalanche of his teammates,
Was *elected on nine of 17 ballots by members of the Baseball Writers Association of
America.
Ford said he was "thrilled" to
be named pitcher of the year, "because it’s the first award I’ve ever
won for my pitching.
"They must have had a difficult time voting because Warren
Spahn, Frank Lary and Joe Jay
had such good years," he said.
The writers, noting that only 17
of the 19 voters cast ballots, said
World Series play- -in which Ford
broke Babe Ruth’s record of consecutive scoreless innings ...was
not considered since ballots were
cast before the series.
By winning 25 and losing four
and pitching 283 innings to lead
New York to its first pennant
under Manager Ralph Houck, Ford
became the busiest pitcher in either league.

’A’ League Champs

SAVE MONEY!!
On GAS and OIL

SAHARA OIL CO.
Second and William
STI..DENT DISCOUNTS
.

For Repairing

Your Ailing Sport, Cars
MG. 1

TR-3

Simca

Volvo

VW

Porsche

at

Jorel9n Car Papalr
Cutlet
379 Park

4y 3-0601

Monday through Thursday at 5:10
p.m. in WG23, according to Miss
Hilliker.
Participants in the program will
be chosen to ski in three extramural ski tournaments held this
winter. Team members will be
lt sTsA 1- t BELL
chosen on the basis of attendance
In what IntramuraLs Director
and interest, the adviser said. The Dan Unruh terms the "hardest
meets will he at Squaw Valley, the! contested game of the year," the
Sugar Bowl and Reno Ski Bowl.! Cal-Hawaiians edged AID 13-12
-Itudent in charge of the activ- Wednesday to cop the intramural
ity is Carol Evens.
A league football championship.
Women participating in WomMary Ann’s Maulers, champions
en’s Recreation association hockey of the B league, will meet A league
program at the college will attend runner-up AID Monday, with the
sportsday at Stanford tomor- iWinner facing, the Cal -Hawaiians
row. At the meet, teams from SJS for the Independent leagues title
will compete with Stanford’s wom- Wednesday.
en teams.
The Independent lea gues
Women attending the sportsday champion will face the Fraterwill leave the college a. 9:15 am. nity league champions for the
Nov. 18, meamers of the WRA all -college intramural title Sunhockey teams will attend the Bay day. Nov. 19.
Area Sportsclav, also a, Stanford,
At
present.
the Fraternity
where they will compete with league race is in such a state that
women from colleges and junior any one of five teams--- Theta Xi,
colleges throughout the bay area. DU, PIRA, the Sig Eps, or Theta
Women attending will meet at Chi- could take the crown.
First and San Carlos sts. at 7:45
Led by the Grant Hornheak-to
a.m. and will return at 1:30 p.m. Ron Lindeman passing combina

AID, Cop Grid Crown

GeoicgicA and Geophysical Students
CHALLENGING JOB
9POWTH POTENTIAL
IN A LEADING OIL COMPANY
Ke.e-D Us ,r JAInd

If you are ;r-

rested ;n d car

in geophyiics or geology and are majoring

in geophysics, reoq y. physics. math, or electrical engine,’ ring (all degrees), we’d like to diSCUSS your job opportunities
at Pan American Petroleum Corporation. Our
representative, Mr. H. F. Patterson, North TexasNew Mexico Division Geophysicist. will be at
San Jose State College on Wednesday, Novem
111

br IS,

1961. You may contact Mr. Donald W.

DO/ter, PletC,’MPIlt Associate’

Plar_Prrl,r’t ’;ervice,

to arrange an interview.

lion, the Cal-Hawaiian.s scored two
touchdowns in the first half. Lindeman took in scoring passes of 65
and 15 yards. The deciding conversion point was tallied when
Hornbeak passed to Roger Macioge.
Grimm Mason scored both touchdowns for AID on passes from
Gary Pyle. Pyle hit Mason with a

Bowling Tourney
Applications for the all -college bowling tournament are
available in M6I21, according
to intramural% Director Dan
Unruh.
Last day for returning these
applications is Friday. Nos, 17.
Four-man teams ahould he
formed for this handicap league,
said (*rind’.
Unruh added that applications
for the annual Turkey Trot on
Nov. 21. will also be due Nov.
17.
short pass in the first half and
Mason rambled 30 yards for the
score. In the second half, Mason
crossed the goal after snagging
Pyle’s 40-yard aerial.
Mary Ann’s Maulers went undefeated through the IS league
season, defeating the Leftovers
(29-12), the Nlarkhatip Maulers
(51-0), the :1FROTC (27-0), the
Fountain Ramps (18-0i, the
Mighty Mites (14-6). the Independents (13-6), and Rowena’s
Rowdies and Allen Hall No. 2
NU forfeitures.
The Cal -Hawaiians finished with
a 9-0 slate, triumphing over such
A league teams as Allen Hall No.
1 (8-0). Lad Manor (25-121, Wilson’s (13-01, the Newmanites C19 el. the Army ROTC (42-2), the
Moulrlymen (12-6). the Pink Tub
(forfeit ), the Untouchables (13-7’
and AID (13-12).
Though finishing in second place.
AID scored more points during the
season than did the champion Cal Hawaiians. AID downed the Newmanites (21-01. Lad manor 19-71.1
the Army ROTC (27-0), Allen liall
No. I 126-12), Wilson’s (27-71, the
Untratehrthles 133-01, and
he
Mnuldymen (39-71. The Pink Tut
forfeited to AID.
In a final B leagoe tilt. the Let
rivers and the Mighty Mites fougl,’
to a
krancioff
SHORT ON TIME?
Quick, Friendly Service

PAN AMERICAN

Petroleum Corporation

Friday, November 10. 1961

Aquamen Face Gators
Today in Home Contest
San Francisco state invades the for college and lost it chew
Spartan pool today for a 3:30 p.m. match tar the San French:44p
water polo contest with Coach Lee Olympic club. The Olympic club
trounced SJS 22-7 earlier this
Walton’s SJS aquamen.
b
face
The Spartan frosh
SJSseason,
Lee was the big gun fnthe San Francisco state junior
against Stanford, scoring two
varsity immediately following
goals and contributing several fine
the varsity encounter.
saves. "Lee played the best game
Fresh from a near-victory over
of his career for us against Stana powerful Stanford club, the SJS
ford," Coach Walton said.
varsity "should definitely beat"
The Spartans got on the scorethe Gators, Coach Walton said.
board first when Herb Matter
The Spartans held a 4-3 lead
scored a quick goal with the game
over Stanford Wednesday after
just seconds old. Stanford, howthree periods, but the Indiana
ever, playing a steady game, forged
poured it on in the final stanza
ahead to lead 3-1 at the end of the
to win 8-5.
first quartet’.
However. San Francisco state
Then Jim Baugh scored on a
has Melted up wins over Univerfantastic loh shot to get the
sity of Paretic. and Foothill JimSpartans hark in the game. The
half-time score was 3-2.
&TS went back into the lead in
the third period when Bob Lee
scored on a scoop shot and then
stole the ball to set up a score by
Bob Wegman.
Stanford came roaring back
In the final period, scoring fire
times. Their revival was led by
Bob Spenee, who was the high
scorer for ’the game with four
goals.
The Spartan Nosh last to the
Stanford yearlings Wednesday by
a 16-5 margin. Ed Gibson was high
scorer for SJS with two goals.

,iutsm
iuling members of ’60 frosh .
gre at W rote
" . . lmi
prospect . . . completed 20 of 39 passes for 233 yards and four TDs
for
most versatile performer on ’61 Nosh track team . . .
a natural athlete . . . four-sport star at Compton high ... prep MVP
1960 . . . sophomore physical education major.
This is what San Jose State’s football press book has to say
about Walter Roberts, the fleet halfback who ran right into the Spartan record hook with his tremendous 92-yard dash from scrimmage
in the Arizona state homecoming victory last Saturday night.
)Vhen il became apparent that nobody was going to touch Walter
when he reached the 50-yard line, those in the stands who know
Walter personally must have thought, "It couldn’t have happened
to a nicer guy."
And they’re right.
His coach, Bob Titchenal, says that Roberts’ improvement during
the current season has been remarkable. "Walter played defense for
us the first three or four games. hut as soon as we gave him a chance,
on the offense, away he went."
"Titch" conmares the sophomore from Compton to fullback
Johnny Johnson. "Walter and Johnny are two of the hardest workers we have in practice. They’re a &utile of real team players."
The trio of Chon Gallegos, Johnson and Roberts is partly responsible for San Jose’s offensive success this season.
When Johnson takes his way through the line, Roberts heads for
the outside: and when Roberts’fakes to the outside. Johnson goes up
the middle. Gallegos, of course, keeps the defense honest with pinpoint

(

Nosh...

passing.

"Walter doesn’t say much," Tilchenal says, "you hardly know
he’s around."
Walter was the center of attention in the wild. rollicking San
Jose dressing room moments after he and his teammates had beaten
Arizona state.
To be heard amidst the shouting, the whistling and the marl
pounding on the door, one had to make more noise than a klexon.
He accepted tbe multitude of congratulations without a word,
only a modest smile.
He’s a credit to his team and the college.
*
*
*
The Los Angeles Lakers are right now in the neophyte stage of
Iterlarring the new 1M/WPI. in the professional National Basketball
association.
The La kern have a history of not being able to hold their own in
the early stages of the season, but always coming on with a rush When
playoff time approaches.
But right now they’re in first Owe by 3!:: games in the We..tem
division.
For the past few years, the Ulcers have lacked a big eentei
clear the boards and start the fast break. They drafted Wayne y;t1,-,
from Memphis shoe in hopes of remedying the situation, but sr, tar,
Yates hasn’t helped much.
Who has7 . . F:Igin Baylor and Jerry West .On Wednesday
in Los Angeles, West scored 42 and Baylor 39 to beat tire
rival Si
Louis Hawks, 124-119,
The Baylor-West formula scored MO points last Sunday
agains!
rhietigo.
II
!.pd mm hand, the Laker- "add go all the way.

Make Spring Reservations Now
lpnrtment,s for Students l’nder or Over 21
\ lodernUp to Date
( ’lose to Campus
We Can Get Roommates (no extra fee

Al/ twin

Open Sundays
Chclps Cashed With Purchase
We Give Blue Chip Stamps

tad Peat

So 1016 & Williams
(N.,t
Armstrong’s Dug)
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Groceries & Meats

The Market Basket

sports
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Conditioning for Skiers Cal-Hawaiians Topple

"Any woman with intermediate
or better skiing ability is welcome
to participate in the ski conditioning program offered by the Wornen’s Physical Education department.’ 1 Miss Joan Hilliker, instructor in physical education and coadviser of the activity. announced.
Conaitioning exercises are held

2)a ity

485 South Ninth St.
CY 7-8877

FLOWERS

a
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ikeira, tor Your
i’;;A:t1111h Holirlay
Hostess
10th & Santa Clara

Howdy
Spartans!
Speci;&I
NEW YORK CUT
Including

Soup or Seigel
Baked Idaho
Potato with
Cheese Sauce
Bread & Butter
Coffee or Tea

Trot in
to the

Lariat
Room
this

weekend!

tn(relo’s
STEAK
HOUSE
7i E. Santa
Clara

of at comodation
kale,

Attalt
RENTALtice.
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24 -Hr. Free

Parking
Rear Old Y.M C.A.
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Hungry S.F. Booters
To Visit Spartans

4-5 record, the
SaJilled with a
soccer team is
Spartan
San Jose
season when it
.500
a
for
dogleg
state at SparFrancisco
meets San
at 2:30 p.m,
tomormw
aadiurn
tan
alto have lost
Be boaters,
are ready
wiriest three games,
too on the %Inks% Gatorm.
Spartan
oid) Siotaidan (Mien
hitt Nhoulder
pane, aho injured
doubtful starter.
baited as a
brighter
Things Start to look

St
hew
qui)
this

1 fro
r, two
I fine
game

Stan-

host .
Ctrge,1
El 11$,.$

JT

’re la
hack
fire

I hr
high
four
the
ay hy
1)01
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The SF’ trash boaters look like
they will lw plenty hard to han-

at SJS when the Spar- dle. The Eggs hold an impresfor soccer
comes to light. The she 1-1 tie with (’SE and (INF,
tan JV record
record. and a 5-3 victory
over the Cal
ton boaters have a 5-0-1
2-2, while downing Bean’.
USF tied them
hard
a
had
and
Defense has been the key word
the varsity 5-0,
time knotting the score.
for the Eggs this season. Backing
up the word is John Walsh, Tony
Gang for an undefeated NeaJra will have to Marelich, John Bagatelos, and
ten. the SJS
at 1:30 p.m. to- Alan Kent.
defeat the Eggs
Admission to the Spartan soeslorroW.
ators reit match tomorrow is free.
for a win, the

st.,te’s Spartans,
with the eser so faint posallillity oh a I
I game imitation at
take. traixel to Pacific Memorial stadium in Stockton tomorrow everting to fare 11w University of Pacific Tigers for the
rev I thne this seasoin. (lametime is t4 p.m.
Sat, Jose, with a 5-3 record,
will meet the COP team after
defeating Washington state and
Arizona state
on
successive
weekends. The Spartans Upset
WP41" 11-19 and surprised the
Sun limits 32-26 in last Saturday’s thrilling h ttttt reaming siclair
COP likewlite has a 5-3 reeord, including their lust three

Raisins are expected to fly when
the San Jose State distance men

spartans’ belt. Fresno will be
1$.trd put to stop SJS from taking sin number seven.

Dark memories still haunt the
Bulldogs about the last time they
met the undefeated SJS cross
country team. The Spartan harriers posted a perfect score in
trouncing Fresno state, 15-50.
The highest position Fresno state
could garner in that meet was a
twelfth place finish by Bulldog
Bob Biggers in 23:21.
Jeff Fishback, (’harlie Clark,
and Horace Whitehead all tied
for first with a 21:50 to lead the
Fresno state downfall.
Today the same Spartan trio
along with Tom Tuite, Dan Murphy, Ben Tucker, Jose Azevedo,

From all Indications the Spartans look like the (w -.t cross
country team on the W. st Coast.
Nobody has beaten them yet, at
any rate. It is unfortunate that
the Spartan cross country support cannot match the fine record of the .4.15 distance men.

HOME

’ supporters.

STYLE
COOKING

FULKS FIRST

One Block From Campus
HOT MEALS
LOW AS

85c

SAN JOSE CAFETERIA
89 E. San Fernando
CY 5-9561

Joe
PHILADELPHIA (UPI)
Fulks of the Philadelphia Warriors was the National Basketball
Association’s first scoring champion with 1389 points (balm, the
$ 1946-47 season.

iummimmr-

COME: ENJOY A PRE -GAME

Spaghetti Feed

JT

SALAD

with
FRENCH BREAD
for only

75’
at The

Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity
234 So. 11th Street
From I p.m. to 4 p.m.
Reiti

Pk

SAVE
per
1c& 1111, c gal.
92+ Octane Reg.
100+ Octane Ethyl
Examples of year -around oil prices:
Shell X-100, Triton, Veedol,
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 38¢
Castrol
qt. can 50¢
1000/, Eastern Bulk
qt. 194
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 100% Eastern
$1.29
Cigarettes
package 2U

PURITAN OIL CO.
Aft & Keys
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Titchenal
(59-29
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Oregon
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Purdue
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10th & Taylor
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Oregon
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SJS
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Texan
N.D.
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I,, reference ln the punsilile
boat game bid, it has born rejairted that S.15 Is listed with
II other .4.1110011% as "possible."
for an invitation to the sun
114ml game In El Paw,. Tex.

Sutra Ulla Mink ( iiiii less at
tenter.
Itatierts made A nitrite for himself in the Arizona state thriller
iii sprinting to a 92-yard touchdown run in the third quarter,
the longest Sate dola rut, from
wereilinUsge
Illatory.
Of particular einplitooloi in S.IS
drills this week was the art of
the consersion atempt. The locals just couldn’t (114.1111 to split
the uprights atilt any sueress
against the Man Dexils.
Ttichenal feels that the team
alit be "up" far tfw Tiger
game. "Their 27-1 xictory fixer
Idaho showed our guys that 1 OP
is definitely an improved ball
eltni ’

Athletic Director Bob Bromtan remarked that "iiii offer id
an% kind" ha’,Is-enmade to
san Jose.
staled that
the COP and Fresno state games
are ef more importance to the
team now than any boal game
Spartan halfback Phil Cliftrat
played his best guns.. of tlw year
Against the Tigers in the Sea Leather %blot.% gaining 57 yard.
in 13 eat r r.

Desperate SJS Frosii
Face S.F. Eggs Today
While the SJS SI(Ceer team plays;
host to the San Francisco state
Gators at Spartan stadium tomorrow the SF Eggs will play host to
the San Jose State Spartababes
in a crucial grid encounter today.

Sequoia ’27-’22.
A 34-16 win over Fresno stale
stands as the lone frosh success.
SJS hopes tor take care of SE because its last game is against the
undefeated Cal hush.

The SJS froth hav,! been get The SE JV’s have a 2-1 record.
ting tired of looking at their 1-3 which includes a highly irnpresrecord. They hope to help their sive 10-0 win met San Quentin.
Duke
NaA)
tired eyes by making It 2-3 today
Look for shoulder pads to crack
%%Naming
N.M.
against the Eggs.
N’Western
NI,Sesterat
Wise._
With signal -caller Mike 13,,
N.1.
Oak.
N.V.
looking outstanding in the
CAM e at e
titer’s
LA.
49er’it
quoia tilt, which the Spartans
large selecti,
dropped 27-22. trash mach Bob Whatever you
Jones looks for his team to exneed in
’Ir.%
plode with plenty of offensive’ flowers, if
power.
haven’t got
In four games the Spartababes I
have exploded for 70 points, aver- ! Notody hes,
aging 17 points per game. Fr.,
YOU CAN DEPEND ON
opponents, however, have sONISHI
FLORIST
89 tallies for a 22-diglt averm.
JOSE’S ONEST
The SJS JV’s have gone d.
-_WER SHOP
to defeat at the hands of Sal.
175 Taylor
CT 5-1130
his open hand he gains terrific ribber that is admitted to the Clara JV’s 13-8, Stanford 33-6.
leverag e," Daugherty analyzes., game hut is highly dangerous," he
"The head is tilted back to a dan- explains. "It’s like arming them
gerous angle and the rim of the with two-by-fours. They carry
helmet, depresses the neck to the Hubs in there and some places,
point where severe damage is done. I’m sorry to say, they aren’t too
Already this fall we’ve had one [’articular about the limit they go
boy in the hospital after he came to in giving them these wraps."
Schlemmer makes a very noteout of a similar sitqation dizzv
All work dame Lry qualified
when
he
suggestion
worthy
and dazed.’

Ohio St Mich. St. Lead
In Gr id Safety Moves
At the
NEW YORK UPI
risk of beating a dead horse, Ohio
state and Michigan state have been
disclosed as having taken precautionary steps for more than a year
against lethal football equipment
which this year has contributed to
26 football deaths.

Beauty Care
At Low, Low Prices

Some manufacturers have contended that the equipment in use
Dr. Feurig also prodests sanctoday is "safer than ever." And
tioned protection for ’firearms
the National Collegiate Athletic
and hands.
Association Equipment conunit"I can put a legal handwrap on
tee laggardly took another year
a boy, or give him a forearm fibre
to investigate the protective
board guard covered with foam
qualities of equipment.
Impatient with this deathly in-

points out that rugby and soccer
fairthall, tar, rugged sports, are
platy rd ssithi fora prortective devices. He questions ahether the
and
antaxer lies in less air
moo re bare flesh.

student. under supervie

1

SULLIV
ll

West San Fernando 1’4.

tAILLEGE
CY 5-9516

activity, Wcindy Hayes of Ohio
state and Duffy Daugherty of
Michigan state deserve commendation for going ahead with their
own protective improvements.
Jim Schlenuner of the Akron
Beacon Journal, one of the first
En publicize the equipment danger,
forwards this note.
! "Dr. Richard Schneider, neurosurgeon at the University of Michigan, created quite a stir last May
when he told the Wisconsin Medical association that the plastic helmet and its face guard were to
blame for 14 of the 18 deaths in
1959. One player was killed when
his tiwn helmet snapped back
against the base of his brain."
Hayes and Daugherty heeded
I these warnings.
As long as a year ago, Hayes
and trainer Ernie Riggs of Ohio
tate applied a twoeinch strip of
oat ruhlwr front front to hack
tin the outside off the helmeta
their team used, thus cushioning the shock for both wearer
at tiol opponent.

$1:11t7/1;

neck.

4

4th & Williams

thoat alit tic at the lineup Saturflay night.
Key man in the Tiger backfield is fullback Dick Scott. who
gained 68 yards In 10 curries
against 5.1.4 IN the first bairn,
law Spartans, on the other
hand, will be in tirade A physleal
eandititin for the rematch.
Titchenal announced that he
will probably start Chan Gallegos at quarterback it lie nu ibises leading paseeri, Johnny
Ao1111%011 at fullliack, and Walter
Holwrts and Mail: Burton at the
halfback slots. On the line 14 ill
111.- Oscar Donahue and
Chuck
Elder at ends. Leon Donohue
and Jim (ndlle at the tackles,
guards Hon MeBride and John

I t.tugherty this fall added special foam rubber pads which cover
the sharp rim at the back of the

SPONSORED BY THE
quorsora

eN

(62-28)

r

Remember, the name of East
Lansing, Mich., still burns bright
in the minds of all cross country

REAL

1.111

A.F. at Cal
Minn. at Iona
OSC at Wash
Oregon at W I
ft;the at 1st
SJS at l’OP
and Ron Davis are expected to 5ISIrt at Purdue
give the Bulldogs another loss.
Baylor at Texas
The 5.15 distant.e men have N.D. at Pitt.
been feverialay practicing to LSI’ at N.C.
Duke at Nary
lower their times. On Friday,
N.M. at Wyoming
Nov. 17, the Spartans a ill he
NWrstern at Wisc.
entered in the All C
meet
N.V. at Oak.
at Spartan stadium.
49er’s at I

On the following week, Friday,
Nov. 24, the SJS harriers will compete in the West Coast Championships at Stanford. And then- we’ll
just have to see.
It will be interesting to see what
kind of support the Spartan fans
give the SJS cross country team
at the All Corners meet and the
West Coast Championships. The
distance men are sorely in need
of some encouraging applause.

in a ram ant:, the Nail illee
Marine.’ (11.2-9), Los ,%tigeles
state (45-27) and a shocking 272 win over Idaho last week.
Coach Bob Titobenal’s Spurtans were earlier defeated by the
Vandals in Moscow, 27-18.
Tiger coach John Halide has
kept Ids gridders behind locked
gates all week In preparation
for the Spartan game. Sail Jose
State a hipped the Tigers 16-0 in
Spartan stadi ttttt
So-pt. 12.
COP was heartened yesterday with the ile14, that three
key players will he back in action after Missing three weeks
of play because of injuries. Fullback Jay Olson, halfback Dick
Henander and center Hager Ilig-

Spartan Daily Grid Selections

Top Spartan Distance Men
To Meet Helpless Bulldogs
By ED LEVINE

November

nd IMP Game Tomorrow

Stanintr

,xplode at Fresno in their cross
manly match with Fresno state
today.
With six victories under the

TIn

are 0-5 in conference play. Single
goals hie.e beaten the SF hooters
in most games. The GE410114 lost
to Cal Aggies 4-3, CCSF 7-0, USE
4-3, and Stanford 2-1.
SF soccer coach Art Midgeman’s booters are seasoned and
look tough. England. Hong Kong.
Jordan, Israel, and Holland are
represented by players on the SF
eleven.

Frc4sv

Daugherty also suggests that
the face guards project too far
and proposes that the "cage should
be flatter against the face."
"These face guards they have
added extend so far in front that
when an opponent strikes one with
WE

SPECIALIZE

IN

REPAIRING

ALII. SWISS AND AMERICAN
"
WATCHES CLOCKS
AND JEWELRY

S
Shop

JEWELERS
F SANTA CLARA ST
SAN JOSE
BOWFIN 1ArniORt OVERPASS ANO
NEW SAFEwAY SUPER MOW

Salem

refreshes your taste
air-softens every puff

7-4-e ar)(4-ffl -474j 4/-1.//,.q4-/;tell A refreshing discovery is yours
every time you smoke a Salem cigarette...for Salem refreshes your taste just as
Springtime refreshes you. Most refreshing, most flavorful, too., that’s Salem!
menthol fresh rich tobacco taste modern filter, too
Crested by*

i

Reynold, toboreo Cowpony
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U.S., Soviets Balgooyen To Resign

Vie for OK
From Latins

Nehru-JFK Talks
On World Crises
Lead to Respect

On Aug. 7, 1961, the same day
that the Soviet Union announced
the space flight of its second astronaut, the United States voluntarily was placing Its system of
free enterprise on trial in Latin
America.
The link -up of the two events is
important.
On the one hand the United
States was attempting to erase
years of neglect of its Latin
neighbors. On the other, through
the voice of Cuba, the Soviet Union was employing the propaganda
value of its undoubted technical
achievements to try to extend Its
foothold in the Ames lean hemisphere.
On Aug. 17, at Punta del Este.
Uruguay, the United States and
all Latin American nations minus
Cuba and the Dominican Republic,
signed a charter of alliance for
progress.
It bound the United States to
an aid program for Latin America
expected to test more than a billion dollars a year for the next
ten years. And it also bound Latin
American nations to taxes and
other internal reforms in order to
become eligible for that aid.
Even before the Punta del Este
conference ended the first relatively small loans under the program were announced. They totaled a little more than $21 million, which went to Panama, Venezuela and El Salvadore.

WASHINGTON (UPD -India’s
iine Minister Jawaharlal Nehru
has developed deep respect and
confidence in President Kennedy’s
Judgment during their talks on
world crises, an Indian official
said yesterday.
He predicted that the "close,
personal understanding" between
the two leaders of the neutralist
and Western worlds would have
a moderating effect on their poliARRIVING IN RHODE ISLAND Indies Prime
An Indian official yesterday said Nehru develcies, which often have clashed in
Minister Jawaharlal Nehru Was met by President
oped deep respect and confidence in Kennedy’s
the past.
Kennedy prior to a series of talks on world crises.
judgment during the talks.
Nehru was scheduled to address
the National Press Club today and I Of
then hold a final meeting with ’
Kennedy. They planned to issue ’
a communique following the confemme.
Kennedy was expected to declare the United States’ readiness
to sign a nuclear test ban treaty.
The number one textbook in the
The third edition of the book,
including inspection controls, with
field of salesmanship, "Salesman- which was first published in 1951,
Russia at any time.
’ SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - A
Principles and Methods," was was released in September by
The communique. diplomatic state official has warned home- ship
co-authored by the dean of SJS’
sources predicted, also will remiters that an improperly con- Division of Business, Dr. Milburn Richard D. Irwin, inc., Homewood
port agreement on the necessity
D. Wright.
of preserving West Berlin’s free- structed fallout shelter may turn
Material in the textbook, supUsed by 250 colleges and unidom and Western access to the into a tomb.
versities in the U.S. and Canada. plied by more than 90 business and
Communist -encircled city.
George A. Sherman, acting chief the text is considered the best
industrial firms in the U.S., ic deKennedy paid high tribute to of the Division of Industrial SafeNeheu Wednesday and took sharp ty, noted Wednesday that 15 work- book in its field, according to Dr. signed for the case method apWright,
who
is
also
acting
head
issue with those who see pro- men are killed annually in Caliproach to teaching. In this apof the Industriel Relations DeCommunist motives behind the fornia in excavation accidents.
proach, a student is assigned a
partment
at
SJS.
Indian leader’s neutralist policies.
Sherman said construction of a
case problem which he must glove
shelter under a house is particuby applying principles and theories
larly hazardous. He urged shelter
set forth in the text.
JOB OPENINGS
builders to seek advice from exA series of such problems is
perienced engineers.
.ncluded at the end of each chapMEN
in Dr. Wright’s textbook.
He gave these tips to potential
Part Time Work
The second author of the book
shelter builders:
Tickets :it 50 cents for "A
Income Paid Weekly
T is e Associated Independem
Minimum Age 113
-If the sides of an excavation St udents will meet Monday, 7 is Dr. Carlton A. Pederson, as - Midsummer Night’s Dream,"
sociate
dean
and
professor
of
busiPublic Relations Work
hieli runs Nov. 18-18 In the
are so steep that they require use p.m., in TH53 for appointments of
Sales Positions Open Also
of the hand in climbing up or committee chairmen and other ness management at Stanford uni- Studio Theater, are now on sale
Work Evening Hrs. 5:30-10:30 p.m.
Nersity’s graduate school of busiIn the College Theater box ofdown them, they should be braced. positions.
Company Benefits if Qualified
ness, Dr. Pederson was a member fice from 1-5 p.m. daily. PerTransportation Funs. When Reg.
-Pile rocks and material so
elected
at
the
last
Officers
of
the
SJS
marketing
department
No Experience Necessary
formances will be at 5 p.m. on
that they cannot roll into the ex- meeting were: Clyde Powers, during the early 1940’s.
Full Time Work Available During
Nov. 16 and 17 and 1(1:30 a.m.
cavation.
Vacation Periods
president; Phil Baker, vice presiThe textbook is used by the and 2 p.m. on Nos. 18.
--Provide a sturdy ladder that dent; Don Wood, treasurer; and salesmanship class here.
extends above the excavation.
Sue Ginsburg, secretary.
APPLY 586 No. 1st
--Never work in a deep excava"Of major importance at MonSuite 253, Monday evenings
tion alone. If children are near- day’s meeting." Powers said, "will
at 5:30 P.M.
by, keep them out of the hole be the organization of the indeOR CALL CY 7-8818
and alert them to call for help pendent houses. All independent
, in an emergency.
houses are urged to send at least
,ine representative.
"All independent students are
tnembers of AIS and therefore are
LY
urged to attend the meetings," he
I said.

Abficial Warns Dr. Wright Co-Authors
out Shelter T op Sales Textbook
Id
Bui mg Peri l

AIS Sets Selection
Of Committee Heads

HAWAII

CHRISTMAS CHARTER
ONLY
$14420

TAX ING.trnED

FULL ROUND TRIP
Leave: Dec. 16th or 19th
Return: Dec. 27th or 30th
First Come, First Serve

Tickets on Sale

From Revelries Post
Dr. Theodore J. Balgooyen, associate professor of speech and
adviser to the Revelries committee
for 13 years, has announced he
will resign from that position this
year.
Dr. Balgooyen said "pressing
work" has forced him to make
the decision. Ile said he did not
know who would succeed him in
the post.
Responsibility in choosing a new
adviser for the Revelries commit -

tempted to "bring together
all
Imarks made by Aristotle into an
orded of logical sequence." Dr.
knowsletereneyo glaBnofi
ndicet eoe
hme p
oi
rehtopmeta
to
said he had bee n
g. at SJS for two years
ateaching
whets he was appointed to the
position.
RevelriesTh
%ion
sgiRisgeh%Pitio
Throughout
h embers
years heof said
adRevelries
his most enriching experience
came from watching students
with little or no theatrical experi.
ence discipline themselves into
producing a worthwhile performancee
H P raised students who "lei*
part in Revelries not to gain pro.
if h
liexperience,eoegeperi
l
ex
beunteea al
s n(pa rt
’if
to

DR. THEODORE BALGOOYEN
... resigns from post
tee, which produces the annual
SJS spring musical show, is given
to Dr. Stanley C. Benz, dean of
students. Pres. John T. Wahlquist
must then approve Dean Benz’
decision.
Dr. Balgooyen said he %sill devote his time to academic wotk,
writing a workbook for TV teaching, and writing a paper wnich he
will present to the Western Speech.
association convention at Fresno
state college when that organizadon meets Nov. 22 to 25.
PLANS OUTLINED
He also plans to publish an outline of Aristotle’s rhetoric in
which Dr. Balgooyen has at-
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r
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sometimes
student politics and Dr. Balgooyen recalled
one instance in which he had to
sooth a violently angry AS13 president who had objected to the
show’sw ascript.
ridput;ng
"It
the show and we
were in the lobby. I was trying to
calm him down and practically
had to restrain him from committing violent action."
Perhaps the most ou t st a nd i ng
Revelries productions which Dr.
Balgooyen remembers are, "Live a
Little" written in 1954, "On the
Nose" produced in 1956. "Red
Tape" directed in 1957 and "Hey
Mac" staged in 1953.
"The most lavish presentation,
both in costumes and scenery was
’Innocence and Insolence" staged
in 1960 and directed by Diane
Hunt." Dr. Balgooyen said.
SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY
& HAIR DRYER
Hours: 6 a.m. to 11 p.m,
NO WAITING
ED’S LAUNDROMAT
497 N. 13th

Arab-Americans Sef
Showing of ’Jamila’
The Arab-American student
association will sponsor the first
Arabic film to be seen on the &IS
campus, tonight at 8 p.m. in S142.
The film, "Jamila," concerns the
fighting between the French and
Algerians.
Faleh Sayid-Hatim. club president said that an admission fee of
25 cents will be charged. All students are invited to attend.

Call Now

CY 47346

1

Seetours International
493 E. Santa Clara
San Jose

Mech. Engineers
Sponsor Field Trip

The Society of Mechanical Eng-ineers is sponsoring a field trip
, to the United Technology corporation tomorrow.
Engineering students and faculty who are interested will meet
Furnished 2.bedroom apt. 555 So. 8th in front of the engineering office
CY 8-2)75.
1,1 ti
.1

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertion*
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Coll at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16. Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
w,th Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

Welted: Male student to share 2 -be S35 monthly. CY 7-8381.
Two girls wish same to share unappr.
starting Feb. I. Coll Loretta after 5 p
FS 7.5466.
2-bdrm., compl. fare., incl, auto, west 3 Of 4 girls. 444 So. 5th.
Will shore my new home -lit. p
Couples and singles. Cl. 1.0672
Help Weatsd

Men’s 3-spri. Steyr bicycle. Erne!. cond.
Niirer raced. $35. Call CY 5-5554.
Set a new collegiate record. CoVn
men 21 or older who would like to et,
’53 Ford Fordomatic, too ,ond., htr., gd wages, food end refreshment for
;
YO 7.0890.
week’s work call Vic Fidiam, Say V
50 MGTD, n
’ew
paint, new tonneau Pizza Parlor, AX 6-3837 after 5 p.m.
.
niine good. $700. YO 7-4407,
ServIcos
Complete, maple twin beds. $35. Call Child care in my home. Pre-school. I,.
5 p.m. AL 2-8119.
M. White, I 253 So. 7th, Apt. .p
56 Healey; &drive, R&M wire wheels, CY 5-9206.
IA, sit. rps 395 So. 4th. #5. CY 2-0604.
Lost a hen/
Must sell 2nd semester contract, worn Lost: GI
in case on campus. C
en’s approved apt.. CY 7.7386 (Lynn). see without them. Reward. CY 3.99
Keith
Waldie.
Must sell men’s appr. boarding house
cortrs.. paid to New. IS, 680 So. 5th. Lost: A wrist watch in or near the ’.
dY 7-0664 Larry Krieger.
once bldg. on 11/6/6I. Silver I. Call YO 7.4407.
Itoefels
near 4t4.: CM Omega sorority t,
Two male roommates wanted. New apt, Lost
bldg. one blk. from school. Rent $37.50 Inscribed Wit. Reward, EL 4.9933
per month. Studious R.F.. SJS type Lost: GI
in black plastic case
sismild call CY 9-4819 between 5 end 6 pen and pen:il. AL 2-2189.
and af.er 9 p.m. If no answer cell
Missollempious
292 0300.
Furs. apts., med. I hr.. w/w carpets, Amer. Folk Music Club: Interested pernth. Mar. Apt. #S. sons send name & addrnss Pr, Jr.,. Id
Card.
miston, 795 E. Meedow, Palo Alto,
Of 4-5744.

NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
Savings up to $120 on automobile
insurance are now commois for
married men uncle, 25 years of
age with the California Casualty
Indemnify Exchange.
"Married men in this age bracket
are generally paying excessive
premiums for the degree of risk
involved," says George M. Campbell, Spartan Representative fro
the Exchange.
"We believe that married man
with family responsibilities is
more careful driver, and causes
fewer accidents." said Campbell.
"Therefore, he is entitled to rates
for mature drivers."
For example: A married man, age
22 with Bodily Injury Liability
$10120000, Property Damage
$5,000 end Medical $500 pays
about $157
year with most insurance companies. With Cell.
fornia Casualty he would pay
about $90 less $16 dividend, or
a net of $64 (based on current
20 per cent dividend). Thus he
saves about $93 with the &.
change. (Other coverages with
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that even usmarried men and women With
good driving records may WO
over 20 pet cont.
Cell or write for full information
to George M. ComplwIL 566
Maple Ave., Sunnyvale; REgent
1741 (day & mite).

We’re looking forward to meeting you
We’ll be on the campus on the dates listed below, ready to give
engineering and science seniors information on space-age careers
in a dynamic industry.
If you are looking for a company offering assignments on programs of unique interest and career potential, you’ll be interested
in the advantages Boeing can offer you.
Boeing, for instance, is a major contractor on such advanced
programs as the Dyna-Soar manned space glider; the solid-fuel
Minuteman ICBM, and the Bomarc defense missile system
Boeing is also the world’s foremost designer and builder of multi.
jetaircraft, including the eight-jet B-52H missile bomber, the
KG135 tanker-transport. the C.133 cargojet, and the famous
Boeing 707, 720 and 727 jetliners. In addition, Boeing’s Vertol
Division is one of America’s leading builders of helicopters.

Research pr.’,
at litleleg are Under way in ouch adVOSICed
fields as celestial mechanics, solid state physics, nuclear and
plasma physics, flight sciences, space flight and propulsion.
Expanding Boeing programs offer exceptional opportunities to
lioNers of H. S.. M.S. and Ph.D, degrees in aeronautical, mechanical, evil, electrical -electronic and industrial engineering, and in
engineering mechanics, engineering physics as well as in mathe.
matics and physics. At Boeing you’ll work in a small group where
individual ability and initiative get plenty of visibility. You’ll
enjoy many other advantages. including an opportunity to take
graduate studie- al company expense to help you get ahead (aster.
Drop in to your Placement Office and arrange for an interview.
We’re looking forward to meeting you!

Monday and Tuesday -November 13 and 14

ArdirEZAKG
Divisions: Aero-Snare Transport Wichita Industrial Products Vette’
Boeing Scientific Research Labnretnne;
An equal opportunity employ,’
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